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SIX13 – More Than Just Mitzvot
Jewish singers to bring their soaring a cappella
arrangements to Federation’s benefit concert

LENOX – Experience the intricate
arrangements, soulful harmonies, and
rousing beats of the Jewish a cappella
singing group SIX13 at the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’ annual benefit concert, always an uplifting evening
of music, community, and mitzvot. The
concert will take place at 7 p.m. on
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Sunday, August 6 at the Duffin Theater
at Lenox Memorial High School.
This year, all concert proceeds will
benefit the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL), a group that has long played a
vital role in combating intolerance and
has been a partner in the Federation’s
efforts to address anti-Semitism in our
local community
This year’s concert will honor
Norman Michaels, who helped establish this annual fundraiser and who
has served as its co-chair for 18 years,
bringing the true meaning of CHAI (life)
to so many in need along the way.
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Annual Campaign in Full Swing
“And the result of Tzedakah will be Shalom-Peace”

These words of Maimonides appear on small flashlights (donated by Ellen and
Stuart Masters) that were given out to volunteers at our Super Sunday campaign
kickoff on May 21. As our annual campaign shifts into full gear, please consider all
that the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires does to build and sustain this Jewish
community.
The pursuit of tikkun olam is sustained by tzedakah, a core Jewish value
expressed on this rare silver charity container from 1837, fashioned in the shape
of a grave and engraved on the front in Hebrew: “Charity Saves from Death.” An
additional inscription reads, “This belongs to the burial society here in Yarmonig,”
a town now in the Czech Republic, its name now changed. This tzedakah box
was part of a June 13 auction
of Judaica conducted by J.
Greenstein and Company
at their auction house in
Cedarhurst, NY, but did not
sell. For more on Super Sunday,
please see page 14.

SIX13 CONCERT, continued on page 5

Berkshire Jewish Film Festival
Drama, comedy, documentaries, and shorts on this
year’s 12-film lineup

PHOTO BY GLORIA FEINSTEIN

LENOX – The Berkshire Jewish Film
Festival, one of the longest running in
the USA, is proud to announce the 31st
consecutive season on six Mondays
from July 10 through August 14 in the
Duffin Theater at Lenox Memorial High
School at 197 East Street.
Twelve films will be featured from

the United States, Israel, the Netherlands, Denmark, Hungary and Poland. All presentations are open to the
public.
The festival opens at 4 p.m. on
July 10 with two short films. Freedom
Runners is the story of an Israeli high
school teacher who establishes a track
team for African refugees
and asylum seekers in
South Tel Aviv. In Joe’s
Violin, an Oscar-nominated documentary, a
donated musical instrument forges an improbable friendship between
a 91-year-old Holocaust
survivor and a 12-yearFILM FESTIVAL,
continued on page 13

Diminutive Holocaust survivor Sonia Warshawski,
whose story is told in the documentary, Big Sonia

In this issue:
Members of the
Screening Committee
share their thoughts on
this year’s films.

An Article About a Book About a
Television Show About Nothing
By Avi Dresner / Special to the BJV

The Berkshires’ first annual Jewish Festival of Books will take
place at Hevreh of Southern Berkshire in Great Barrington
from Thursday, July 20 through Sunday, July 23. (For more
information, see the article on page 26.)
Kicking it all off Thursday evening
will be Jennifer Armstrong, offering
a multimedia presentation on her NY
Times bestseller, Seinfeldia: How A Show
About Nothing Changed Everything.
Armstrong spent a decade at Entertainment Weekly, and currently works as
the TV columnist for BBC Culture. Her
previous book, Mary and Lou and Rhoda
and Ted: And all the Brilliant Minds Who
Made The Mary Tyler Moore Show a Classic, also mined the world of pop culture,
as does her next book, due out in the
summer of 2018, about Sex and the City.
Avi Dresner caught up with Ms.
Armstrong recently by phone to talk
about Seinfeldia which, as she defines
it in the book, represents “…a special
dimension of existence, somewhere
between the show itself and real life…”
SEINFELDIA, continued on page 4
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Rabbi Reflection
Count Me In
By Rabbi Neal Borovitz
Julie Silver, a Jewish folk singer and songlater, the Oslo Accords of 1992-93 gave me a new sense of hope that was shatwriter, wrote a song two decades ago called
tered by the assassination of Prime Minister Rabin, and the Al Aksa Intifada and
“Count Me In” that expressed her understandits acts of homicide bombings.
ing of the meaning of bar and bat mitzvah at
The failure of American mediation in 2000, 2008, and 2015 under each of the
the end of the 20th century. The chorus of the
last three American presidents leaves many convinced that a two state solution
song is:
to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is unachievable. President Trump, on the other
So count me in, I can stand up and be a part.
hand, sees it as “the Ultimate Deal!’’
Count me in, let me find my own way;
As a 69-year-old retired rabbi with a lot of time to read and think and continue
For I can be counted on, so I’m accountable
my journey as a Jewish activist, I actually share President Trump’s optimism that
Count me in, count me in today
a “deal” can be achieved where Israel and Palestine can live side by side in peace.
For many years, I included the teachHowever, before progress can be made between these two communities who share
ing of this song to students and parents as an
roots and rights in the land we call Eretz Yisrael, each side needs to undertake a
opening to a pre b’nai mitzvah family workshop.
process of true reconciliation within its respective communities.
In truth, four years into my retirement I had
This past Memorial Day weekend, I was in Austin, Texas to celebrate the
not thought about this song or the poignancy of
wedding of my niece. My rabbinic career began in Austin, where I served as the
the words of the chorus until President Trump’s
Hillel rabbi at the University of Texas from 1975-82. I had the opportunity to
recent trip to Israel, which coincided with the
study and dialogue with faculty members and researchers at the LBJ Library
50th anniversary, on the Hebrew calendar, of the Six Day War.
and School of Public Affairs, people who had played roles in President Johnson’s
The president’s trip came at the time when our reading cycle was moving from
administration.
the book of Leviticus to the book of Numbers. Our fourth book of the Torah is
Just to make sure that my memory of the stories I heard and documents I had
called Numbers in English based upon the Greek names given when the Bible was
seen over 40 years ago about the American support for Israel during the Six Day
first translated over 2000 years ago. It opens with the first census of the Jewish
War were accurate, I spent a morning at the LBJ Library reviewing the documents
People. In Hebrew, in accordance with the tradition of using the first significant
of President Johnson’s interactions with Soviet Premier Kosygin, Israeli Foreign
word of the book or the weekly Torah portion as its
Minister Abba Eban, and Johnson administration
name, the name of the book is “Bamidbar,” which transforeign policy advisors. The de-classified documents
The Six Day War, whose conselates into English as “In the Wilderness.” This census
on display today reveal that America played a critical
takes place in the wilderness of Sinai at a time soon afrole in holding off Soviet re-supply to Arab armies,
quences continue to challenge
ter the Exodus, when Moses and the Israelites believed
giving time to Israel to complete its defeat of the Syrithat their conquest of the Land of Israel was imminent.
an army on the Golan Heights.
Israel and World Jewry, remind
As readers of Torah with the benefit of “20/20” hindI also saw documents pledging American milime as an American Jew, that
sight, we know that of the generation counted in this
tary aid to Israel following the Six War, as well as the
census, only two men, Joshua and Caleb, would enter
internecine conflicts are the both offer by President Johnson for American mediation
the land of Israel. The rest of those “numbers” would die
to achieve an agreement whereby Israel could live in
the bloodiest, but also the most
“bamidbar,” in the wilderness.
peace with its neighbors within “secure and recogSimilar to the individuals mentioned in our Torah
nized borders” as stated in UN Resolution 242.
easily avoidable.
readings in Numbers, we Jews of the 21st century are
Being at the Johnson Library, looking at docalso being challenged to, as Julie Silver’s song prouments about the Six Day War 50 years after our
claims: “count ourselves in,” and to voluntarily affirm
naïve euphoria morphed into very painful divisions
that we can be counted by others as members of the Jewish community.
within the Jewish community over an occupation of Palestinians that still seems
Another parallel between our Biblical narratives in Numbers and today is that
far from a resolution, I was reminded that Memorial Day was established to
there are both external enemies who threaten us, and internal divisiveness, anicommemorate America’s bloodiest war – the Civil War. The Six Day War, whose
mosity, and rivalry over religious and political issues that challenge our unity.
consequences continue to challenge Israel and World Jewry, reminds me as an
For me, President Trump’s visit to Israel (along with multiple commemorations
American Jew, that internecine conflicts are both the bloodiest, but also the most
of the Six Day War of June 1967 in which I have participated this past month),
easily avoidable.
have made me reflect upon the impact that the events of May and June 1967 had
I truly believe that the whole of Torah is an answer to the question of Cain in
upon me personally. As a 19-year-old college student, the Six Day War marked
Genesis: “Yes, you are your brothers’ keeper.” (I would add sisters, as well.) In this
the beginning of my journey as a Jewish activist.
second half of the second decade of the 21st century, the greatest challenge to
Fifty years ago, I believed that the miracle of that military victory would lead
America is not our external enemies, but rather the lack of civility in our public
to a peace between Israel and the Arab world. Ten years later, my hopes – which
discourse.
had dimmed over the decade of conflict that followed – were renewed when Anwar
For the Jewish People, both within Israel and in the Diaspora, our first necesSadat came to Israel in November 1977.
sary step is to end the bitter civil war we have engaged in for much of the last 50
When peace between Egypt and Israel did not lead to an end of the conflict,
years over who is and who is not a Jew. On the 50th anniversary of the Unificamy belief that peace would soon be achieved was deeply challenged. Fifteen years
tion of Jerusalem, we the Jews of the Diaspora, along with our Israeli sisters and
brothers, need to affirm that Jewish UNITY does not require unanimity of religious or political opinion.
From the census in Bamidbar, Israel has always been seen, and seen itself,
as a family with multiple tribal branches. In the Torah these divisions are identified by the names of Jacob’s sons. Today, our religious streams and our political
affiliations serve a similar role of distinguishing one group Jews from another.
Therefore, as I commit myself to continue to fight for Israel’s right to exist as a
Jewish democratic state in the land of Israel, I also re-commit myself to the battle
for Jewish pluralism, and for mutual respect and recognition for Jews of differing
religious streams and political parties, both within Israel and within our American
Jewish Community.
As we Americans approach the Fourth of July, let us this year truly “LISTEN”
to the responsibilities as well as the rights that are explicit and licit in our
Declaration of Independence. Let us vow to join together in the great debate over
the future of American democracy, liberty, and justice; and to do so with civility
and respect for those with whom we disagree.
As we approach the end of the Book of Numbers this month, may we all, in the
spirit of the words of Julie Silver, proclaim:
So count me in, I can stand up and be a part.
Count me in let me find my own way;
For I can be counted on, so I’m accountable
Count me in, count me in today
May we all count ourselves in as Americans and as Jews. May we also willingly count in to our Jewish community and to our American society, along with
all who wish to cast their lot with ours. Then and only then can we, I believe find
ourselves a path out of the “midbar,” the wilderness of our time.

BJV Readers Gallery

Rabbi Neal Borovitz is Rabbi Emeritus of Temple Avodat Shalom River Edge, NJ
and vice chair of the Jewish Council for Public Affairs. He is a member of Hevreh of
Southern Berkshire and the Berkshire Minyan.
For “How the Six Day War changed American Jews,” please see page 24.

Thank you volunteers Ellen Rosenblatt and the BJV delivery team,
Michael Albert, Jeff Kramer, Roman Rozenblyum, and Ron Turbin
“Burning Bush,” created by Pittsfield’s Joel Curran from 90 percent handmade
acid-free papers (plus assorted art and magazine papers). A similar piece hangs
prominently, along with Joel’s image of a menorah, in the recently remodeled
sanctuary of Knesset Israel.

Paid advertisements do not necessarily represent the opinions of
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires or its members.
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Guest Opinion
The War Never Ended for Poor, Elderly Jews in the Former Soviet Union
By David Schizer
(JTA) – We Americans use the phrase “the greatin general, and to Judaism in particular, Jews were not allowed to study Jewish
est generation” to describe those who grew up
texts, observe Jewish holidays, pass on Jewish traditions to their children, join
during the Depression, prevailed in World War
synagogues or operate other Jewish communal institutions.
II, and contributed to America’s postwar prosFourth, because of this discrimination, as well as the lack of economic opperity and influence. But on a visit last week to
portunity more generally in the region, elderly Jews in the former Soviet Union
Jewish communities in Saint Petersburg, Rusare the poorest Jews in the world despite their advanced education and wellsia, and Belarus’ Minsk and Bobruisk, I came
known appetite for culture and the arts. A retired engineer or doctor in Ukraine
to realize that elderly Jews in the former Soviet
has a pension of approximately $2 per day, and her counterpart in Russia has a
Union deserve this recognition as well.
pension of perhaps $5 per day. I visited an elderly woman in Bobruisk who lives
In many ways they are the other “greatest
in what once was a stable. She has no indoor plumbing and relies on a small
generation,” whose quiet heroism is inspiring
wood stove – with fuel for only a couple of hours a day – to combat the effects of a
and humbling. While their American Jewish
Belarus winter. Thousands of elderly Jews live in this sort of poverty throughout
counterparts have mostly enjoyed unprecedentthe region. The conditions are hard to imagine for those who have not seen them
ed security and comfort, elderly Jews in the
firsthand.
former Soviet Union have confronted five almost
Finally, many of these elderly Jews are alone in confronting these harsh conunimaginable challenges.
ditions. In the past quarter century, a million Jews have left the former Soviet
First, many are Holocaust survivors. Take
Union for Israel, and hundreds of thousands have gone to the United States and
Maya, who I met at a Holocaust memorial service in Minsk.
Western Europe. Obviously, this emigration has been
She talked about the day the authorities took her mother
a great success for the immigrants themselves, and for
These Jewish heroes deserve the new communities they now call home. But those
away “to fill out paperwork for the family.” Although Maya
offered to join her mother – not knowing what would hapleft behind have had to fend for themselves. Unlike
our help, and improving their
pen on that fateful day – her little brother vetoed the idea.
their Christian neighbors, who depend on their chillives is much easier than you dren for care, elderly Jews often are on their own.
Because he asked Maya to stay with him, their sister went
instead.
These Jewish heroes deserve our help, and improvmight think.
Tragically, Maya’s mother and sister never returned.
ing their lives is much easier than you might think.
Maya found her mother’s body hanging in the town
Today, the organization I lead, the American Jewish
square and never learned what happened to her sister.
Joint Distribution Committee, helps care for 110,000
While the barbarity of what happened to them is hard for us to imagine, the famelderly Jews, including 50,000 victims of the Nazis. With partners such as the
ily dynamics she describes are familiar. In any family, the youngest child might
Claims Conference, the International Fellowship of Christians and Jews and
insist that one of his siblings should stay with him, so the other ends up going on
Jewish federations, we provide food, medicine, home care and other forms of
an errand instead. In so many ways, the Holocaust’s victims were just like us.
critical support. The cost of home care averages about $4 per hour. For those of
A second challenge is that many of these elderly Jews lost fathers in the war,
us who arrange care for relatives in the United States, this number is astonishamong the millions of Soviet men who never returned. For example, when the
ingly low. The cost of our daily cappuccino is enough to change the life of one of
Germans invaded the Soviet Union in the spring of 1941, Reuven’s father was
these Jewish heroes.
drafted and sent to the front. A few days later, the family left their home in
It is no secret that the American Jewish community is divided about many
Bobruisk to stay ahead of the advancing German army. Shortly thereafter,
important issues today. But there can be no disagreement about the sacrifice and
Reuven’s father returned to help his family escape, but all he found was a crater
heroism of this generation, or about the life-saving impact we can have assisting
where the family home had been. He returned to the front and eventually died
them. Indeed, by helping them, we find the profound satisfaction of putting into
in battle. Seventy-six years later, Reuven cried telling us that his father perished
action the sacred values and obligations that unite us as a people.
without knowing whether his family was alive.
Third, after the war ended, although proudly victorious in defeating Nazism,
David Schizer is the CEO of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee
this generation of Jews continued to endure persecution in the Soviet Union. The
[JDC], which is supported in part with your campaign contributions to the Jewish
regime enforced strict quotas to limit the access of Jews to education and proFederation of the Berkshires.
fessional opportunities. In addition, because of the regime’s hostility to religion

Letters to the Editor
Support by You for More Than 30 Years
Dear Jewish Federation of the Berkshires:
Thank you for your generous gift
of $6,000. Your support enables the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) to continue its mission to “stop the defamation of the Jewish people and to secure
justice and fair treatment to all.” We
could not do it without you.

At a time when our schools and
communities are experiencing an increase in incidents of hate and prejudice, ADL is at the forefront of
anti-bias education. Our signature
Peer Training Program equips educators and students with strategies

The Only Evil is Ignorance; the Only Good is…?
To the Editor:
It was indeed rewarding to be at
the Yom Hashoah program at the
Berkshire Museum on April 23 organized by the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires and generous supporters.
We learned in detail from film clips
and speakers, including Albanians and
their American mentors, of the successful efforts by native Albanians to
protect, at their own peril, their Jewish
citizens and those seeking refuge in
their country before and during World
War II.
In the Crane Room afterwards,
displayed concurrently, was the outstanding and thoroughly researched
exhibition of “Righteous Gentiles,” by
last year’s 8th grade class in a public
school in Clarksburg, MA – near North

Adams. It was no less heartening. The
present and former students showed
enormous pride in their teacher,
Michael Little, who we sought out. The
in-depth project of the current class is
a study of the repressive Nuremberg
laws of the mid-1930s promulgated in
countries controlled by Nazis, denying
Jewish citizens their basic rights as
well as their legal status as citizens.
If, as Socrates is to have said, “The
only evil is ignorance; the only good is
knowledge,” Mr. Little’s energetic outof-the-box efforts are certainly imparting it, and educating future humanists
among his young charges!
Ruth Heuberger
Great Barrington
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The color photography in this issue of the Berkshire Jewish
Voice is made possible through the generosity of Pattie
Sarah Goldman, honorary publisher. The staff of the
Federation and the BJV are deeply grateful.

and tools to address and help prevent
future such incidents in their communities. We are grateful for your partnership in this important effort.
The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires has supported ADL for over 30
years. Thanks to your 2017 support,
ADL will be able to continue to provide
programs and support to schools and

communities in Berkshire County. We
appreciate your longstanding support
and look forward to future opportunities for collaboration.
Sincerely,
Robert O. Trestan, Regional Director
Phil Fogelman, Education Director
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Your Federation Presents
“The Process of Aging” –
Intergenerational Discussion
and Support Group
On Monday, July 10
at 10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
presents “The Process of
Aging,” with therapist Maggie
Bittman. This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Explaining her outlook and
approach, Bittman writes:
“From birth, we begin to age
with Time. Along the way,
we develop strategies to help
manage the stressors – those
existential truths that come
along with living life. Along
the way we find meaning and
purpose, experience aloneness, confront mortality, and
develop self will.
“Within this context, participants will discuss, share, and
offer support to one another.”
These discussions are
open to anyone interested in
sharing in this universal topic.
This is a monthly program
that Maggie leads and the discussions broadly range from
“Should I Remain in My Home

Therapist Maggie Bittman
or Downsize” to “Aloneness”
to “Staying Active in Your
Community” and many more
beyond.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, July 10
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 20).

For further information on all Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires programs,
please call Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program
Director, at (413) 442-4360, ext. 15.

Connecting With Community Programs /
Kosher Hot Lunch
Programs in the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’ Connecting With Community
series are free and start at 10:45 a.m. most Mondays and Thursdays at Knesset
Israel (16 Colt Road, Pittsfield). Programs are followed by a kosher hot lunch. Lunch
is a $2 suggested donation for adults over 60 years of age or $7 for all others. Advance reservations are required for lunch and can be made by calling (413) 442-2200
before 9 a.m. on the day of the program.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Beginning in June and through the summer months,
kosher hot lunch will not be served on Tuesdays. Tuesday lunches resume in the fall.
For further information on all programs, please call Nancy Maurice Rogers, program director, at (413) 442-4360, ext. 15. For lunch menus and a chronological
list of all scheduled programs, please see page 20. Note that lunch menus are
subject to change.

“Let’s Get Away From It All,” a Concert on
July 13
On Thursday, July 13 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires will host
Jane Rosen, who will present a
concert of songs about traveling – “Let’s Get Away From
It All.” This free program at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road in
Pittsfield is part of the Federation’s Connecting With Community series.
This event was rescheduled
from May 1.
“Let’s Get Away From It All”
is an hour of song celebrating the joys and challenges of
traveling. The show explores
the many reasons why people travel, moving toward
what they seek, or running
away from something. You’ll
hear jazz standards, blues,
pop, even a couple of country
songs.
Jane Rosen retired in 2001

after 36 years as an elementary school teacher and administrator. She created a second
career of fitness instruction,
including yoga, Nia, Qi Gong,
meditation, and Ageless Grace.
A lifelong classically trained
pianist, Jane started singing
cabaret five years ago, working with local jazz pianist Bob
Shepherd as accompanist.
Last year, with Bob’s guidance,
Jane began accompanying
herself for performances.
Jane lives in Pittsfield with
her husband, Alex.

Tanglewood, Jacob’s Pillow,
Barrington Stage, the Norman
Rockwell Museum, and so
much more. So, why should
audiences come see you?

guy who played the Soup Nazi
still makes his living playing
the Soup Nazi. He still goes
around the world saying “No
soup for you!” to people, and
signing soup ladles. And the
guy who inspired the character
of Kramer still makes his living
giving bus tours of New York
sites from the show…People
are just really still very intense
about it and, even though I
knew about it and wrote about
it in the book, I’ve been even
more surprised being out on
book tour just how intense
and overwhelming it is.

Jane Rosen

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, July 13 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see
page 20).

SEINFELDIA, continued from page 1
Avi Dresner: Because this
will be appearing in a Jewish
newspaper, it may be Jewier
than your usual interview but,
given the subject matter, I
hope that will be OK.
Jennifer Armstrong: I like
that, actually; that’s good…
There is a Jewish element in
all three of my books. It keeps
coming up.
AD: So, are you Jewish?
JA: I am not. My partner is,
so we celebrate Chanukah and
Passover in our house.
AD: Do you find Jewish/New
York audiences respond differently to your book than others? Not that there’s anything
wrong with that.
JA: [laughter] Not really,
and I’ve been in front of a lot
of Jewish audiences…because
a lot of my book tour has been
with the Jewish Book Council…I have not seen a huge difference. Occasionally, I think
Jewish people feel a little more
comfortable asking questions,
or making observations about
the Jewishness or lack thereof
of the show.
AD: I could easily see a
non-Jewish author, who wrote
a book on Seinfeld doing a

speaking engagement at a synagogue as a Seinfeld episode.
JA: That’s true. Luckily
none of these have gone badly
enough to really warrant an
episode, but I could definitely
see how that would go.
AD: And the fact that you’ll be
appearing on the first night
of the festival on a Thursday
night which, after all, was
Seinfeld’s night, is probably a
good omen.
JA: Yes…I always like
Thursdays. A lot of people like
to come out for those. You’re
not competing with weekend
stuff yet, but people are in a
weekend state of mind.
AD: Do you have any personal
connection to the Berkshires?
JA: I have none. I’ve never
even been there. So, I was like
oh, that sounds nice. I’ll go
there, and find out what that’s
all about.
AD: In your blog, available
at jenniferkarmstrong.com,
you talk about liking to speak
in places where your talk
is the only cultural game in
town, but you will be in the
culture capital of the East
Coast during the height of
tourist season competing with

JA: Well, you pick a topic
like this, and most of your
work is done for you because
it’s just really fun. We’ll watch
some clips of Seinfeld and
talk about them, and it’s hard
not to end up laughing when
you’re doing that. And I hope
I am also equally entertaining
and interesting…I usually will
share some of my favorite back
stories on what we’re watching…what went on before,
during and after to inspire
these, but also we’ll be talking
about the lasting effects of
Seinfeld, and how it’s still
very vibrant in our culture,
and things are still going on
every day that have to do with
Seinfeld.
AD: All I heard was yada,
yada, yada.
JA: [laughter] And then we
can yada, yada.
AD: What surprised you the
most in researching and writing the book?
JA: I think it was the
lasting effects and the lasting
fandoms of the show…The

AD: Have you gotten any
reaction to the book from the
show’s principal actors?
JA: Nope. [laughter] Sorry.
I got nothing there.
AD: Well, this was clearly a
writer’s book. It’s very heavy
on interviews with the show’s
writers.
JA: There’s such an obvious focus on Larry David…but
the, mostly, guys who wrote
the show used their own experiences in these story lines…
They have stories to tell that
haven’t really been told before.
So, I’m always looking for what
hasn’t been told, and the writers are often a real treasure
trove of those.

AD: Because I can be Costanzian – or, perhaps, Davidian
in my insecurity – I’d like to
ask you, as someone who
interviews people for a living,
what haven’t I asked you that I
should have?
JA: I think you did great.
You had good questions, which
I don’t say to everybody, by the
way.
AD: So, please rate my interviewing on a scale of 1-10.
JA: I’m gonna go with a
9.5. It’s a little too much to
say 10.
“And, while I’m sure she
was being overly generous,”
writes Dresner, “at least it’s
not nothing, which is definitely something in the world of
Seinfeldia.”
For a lot more somethings
from Armstrong, and all of
the other authors whose
books will be available for
purchase at Hevreh both
before and at the festival, or
to make reservations, please
visit https://hevrehtemple.
wufoo.com/forms/jewish-festival-of-books/.
For more information, call
Hevreh at (413) 528-6378, or
visit hevreh.org.
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Your Federation Presents
SIX13 CONCERT, continued from page 1
days of barbershop quartets
and the doo-wop music popular a half century ago that is
now consigned to oldies radio.
Nothing could be further
from the truth, says Mike Boxer of SIX13. “In fact, a cappella
singing has been a fad on college campuses for the past five
to ten years,” he says, one that
draws on and is reflected in
the popularity of the television
shows like The Sing-Off (where
teams of collegiate singers
compete) and the Pitch Perfect
movies. Old timey music “is
our foundation, but not our
essence,” says Boxer.
SIX13 started roughly 13
years ago on the campus of
Binghamton University in
upstate New York, one of the
nine a cappella groups that
Boxer says were then on
campus. “There was a high
level of participation,” he says,
“because you don’t have to
have a great level of musical
background or knowledge to
do it. You just have to have the
ability to sing on pitch and in
time.”
Like most contemporary
ensembles, SIX13 “creates a
cappella incarnations of current sounds” like beat boxes
and electronica, says Boxer.
The Jewish focus that distinguishes SIX13 comprises a
mixture of prayers and psalms
to which the group has added
original music, traditional
songs, original songs, and parodies (with a Jewish twist) of
current pop hits. The arrangements, Boxer explains, are
mostly created by the group,
as well.
Since its inception, SIX13
has featured a changing sixman roster of singers from
different walks of Jewish life.
“We’ve had members who are

traditional, Reform, secular,
and people following their
own paths,” says Boxer. “All
mensches, though – we’re very
fortunate.” The group is a
national phenomenon both on
the internet (with over 8 million
views on YouTube) and in traditional media, and has been
featured in national television
and press like The Today Show,
The View, CBS, CNN, Huffington Post, and Time magazine
and more. They performed at
the White House for President
Barack Obama and First Lady
Michelle Obama. Music from
their seven award-winning
albums (over 20,000 copies in
circulation) has been adapted
by choirs worldwide and played
on mainstream radio across
the globe. Bruno Mars liked
their Passover version of his
song so much, he posted it on
his own Facebook page.
Each year, the group visits
dozens of Jewish communities, providing entertainment
at congregations, religious
schools, Jewish groups, and
private affairs.

Honoring Norman Michaels
“When I came up with
the idea of a concert, I didn’t
know much about Federation,”
says concert co-chair Norman
Michaels, who has been in
the Stockbridge community of
White Pines for 31 years, 21 of
them as a full-time resident.
The former accounting firm
partner says that he believed
that an annual concert would
be a perfect way to engage second home owners, like those
he knew from White Pines,
with the full-time Jewish community in the Berkshires.
“These were people who
are very active in the Jewish

“Only Yesterday... 1941 –
1958,” with Fedora Horowitz
on July 24
On Monday,
July 24 at 10:45 a.m.,
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
hosts author Fedora
Horowitz, who will
discuss her memoir Only Yesterday...
1941 – 1958. This free
program at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield, is part of
the Federation’s Connecting With Community series.
Fedora
Fedora Horowitz, the author of the
historical novel Jaffa Beach,
discusses her latest book,
Only Yesterday... 1941-1958,
a memoir of her life growing
up in Romania during the
Holocaust and the subsequent
postwar Communist regime.
Fedora’s personal experiences
in Romania during those turbulent times illuminate what
Eastern Europe went through
under the Nazi and Communist regimes.
Her door to freedom opened
in 1958, allowing her and her

Horowitz
family to immigrate to Israel.
As a professional pianist, she
continued her career in Israel
and later in the United States.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, July 24
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 20).

communities in which they
live for nine months a year,”
says Michaels. “This concert
has become a way, for many of
them, of supporting the Jewish community in which they
spend their summers.”
Eighteen years ago, he
approached the Federation
with his idea, and has since
worked with the board, leadership, and equally dedicated
co-chairs (including Norman
Avnet, of blessed memory) to
establish the annual concert
as an annual fundraiser for
the Federation’s work – not to
mention lots of fun for those
who attend.
“Norman has been dedicated to this project and has given this community so much,”
says Judith Cook, his current
co-chair. “This is one way we
are able to raise the money
we need to keep this Jewish
community strong and help
those most in need around the
world. He is a key player, and I
give him credit for this event’s
success.”
“Federation is for everyone
in this community, full and
part time,” says Michaels.
“For me, happiness has been
watching us do all those good
things we do together in this
community, and helping to
bring second home owners and
full-time residents together for
a happy, meaningful event.”

Proceeds to benefit the ADL
In a time of rising antiSemitism around the world
and targeted threats to Jewish
communities across the US,
the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) stands at the forefront of
fighting anti-Semitism, hate,
and bigotry in all forms.
Unfortunately, Berkshire
County is not immune to
anti-Semitism. Federation

has called on the
ADL many times to
support students
and families who
have experienced
anti-Semitism in
our local schools.
Federation has also
sponsored ADL
workshops for local
parents and their
middle and high
school students,
in order to raise
awareness and
offer meaningful
strategies to counteract anti-Jewish
bias. Since 2014,
the Federation
has supported the
ADL’s Peer Mentorship Program,
Norman Michaels addressing the
which creates
Federation’s 2016 annual concert
positive change
in our local high
an FBI security training for
schools. This program eduthe leadership and staffs of
cates students, faculty and
our Jewish congregations and
parents and raises awareness
organizations.
around anti-Semitism, racism,
“The Federation is deeply
and other forms of bigotry and
grateful for the ADL’s partbullying. Student leaders are
nership in helping us address
trained to provide year-long,
anti-Semitism in our commupeer-led programming to crenity” says Dara Kaufman, the
ate a culture of inclusion and
Federation’s executive directolerance in local schools.
tor, “and we are proud that
This past year, as bomb
this year’s concert will help
threats wreaked havoc across
support their critical work
Jewish communities, Federain schools and communities
tion once again reached out to
across the country.”
the ADL, this time to facilitate

IF YOU GO
Tickets for this concert may be ordered in advance, and are priced at
$25, with $20 tickets available for young adults under the age of 30.
Children under 10 will be admitted free of charge. Please inquire
about the variety of underwriting opportunities also being offered.
The concert is funded in part by a grant from the Harold Grinspoon
Foundation.
For more information, please call the Federation at (413) 442-4360,
ext. 10.
All tickets will be held at the door. The Duffin Theater is located at
Lenox Memorial High School, 197 East Street in Lenox.

Becoming Involved in State Government
with Representative Farley-Bouvier, June 26
On Monday, June 26 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires
welcomes Massachusetts
State Representative Tricia
Farley-Bouvier (D-Pittsfield),
her topic “Becoming Involved
in State Government.” This
free program at Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road in Pittsfield is
part of the Federation’s Connecting With Community
series.
Rep. Farley-Bouvier will
guide participants through
questions they may have,
such as “What’s up with
government? Does it make a
difference in my life? How can
I make my voice heard and
change the conversation?”
Rep. Farley-Bouvier will use
concrete examples and walk
through ways that one can
(“and must!”, she asserts) make
an impact. Currently, she
serves as House vice-chair on
the Joint Committee on Labor
and Workforce Development; as
a member of the House Committee on Ways and Means; as
a member of the Joint Committee on Children, Families
and Persons with Disabilities;
and as a member of the House
Committee on Technology and

Intergovernmental Affairs.
Tricia Farley-Bouvier is a
native of Pittsfield, where she
lives with her husband and
three children. She began her
career as a teacher, earning
her B.A. in Special Education
from Salve Regina University
in 1986 and completing her
M.A. in Education at the University of Connecticut in 1991.
She taught students overseas
in Belize and Uruguay and
worked to support Berkshire
County’s immigrant population as director of the Literacy
Network of South Berkshire.
After serving four years as a
City Counselor, Representative
Farley-Bouvier was elected to
the state legislature in October
2011. Her stated priorities are
to ensure the well-being of vulnerable populations including
elders, those with disabilities,
and those suffering with mental health and addiction issues.

Massachusetts State
Representative Tricia FarleyBouvier (D-Pittsfield)

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, June 26 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see
page 20).
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Your Federation Presents
A Healthy Living Panel of Experts:
“Alfred Uhry, The Southern
Exploring and Keeping the Berkshires Well, Jewish Playwright,” with
July 20
Diane Steinbrink, August 3
On Thursday, July 20 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires presents
“A Healthy Living Panel of Experts: Exploring and Keeping
the Berkshires Well.” This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road in Pittsfield, is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
This is an opportunity to
learn from the experts who
create and implement healthy
living choices, effect important community and societal changes, and work with
hundreds of organizations and
individuals year round who
are living in Berkshire County.

There will be a Q&A and a distribution of materials on hand.
Participating will be executive director of Elder Services,

Morgan Ovitsky, project coordinator for Be Well Berkshires;
and Erica Girgenti of Council
on Aging and Age Friendly
Berkshires. They will share
and discuss their ongoing
work and initiatives.

IF YOU GO

John Lutz; Bobbie Orsi, director of Community Relations
at Home Instead Senior Care;

Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, July 20,
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 20).

“Japan Attacks America at Pearl Harbor,
December 7, 1941: A First Person
Eyewitness Account,” July 27
On Thursday, July 27 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires presents “Japan Attacks America
at Pearl Harbor, December
7, 1941: A First Person
Eyewitness Account,” with
David Rutstein and a special guest who witnessed the
world-changing events. This
free program at Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road in Pittsfield,
is part of the Federation’s
Connecting With Community
series.
Seventy-five years ago last
year, the Empire of Japan
attacked the United States of
America at Pearl Harbor. The
question that David Rutstein
will address and answer is as
to why Japan decided it was
absolutely necessary to enter
into such a war with America,
since success was an illusion
and Japan had no chance of
winning this war.
Rutstein will provide the
historical background of this
event to explain why this attack happened and its fateful consequences. A special
feature of this presentation
will be a first person account
of this fateful day and its
aftermath. Elaine Friedman of
Sheffield was a 10 year old girl
living with her family in Honolulu. She will talk about her
experiences on this fateful day
and the days that followed.
There also will be a small
display of a Berkshire Eagle,
The New York Times, and a
Life magazine from this time.

The very first newspaper headline account of the December 7,
1941 attack
David Rutstein holds a
master of arts degree in American history and has taught
this subject and world history
in high schools in New York
and in the Berkshires. For 30
years until he retired, he was
in the antiques business specializing in buying and selling

fine and collectable ephemera
of popular culture, much of
which was used in movies,
the theatre, television, and
in advertising. He is a past
president of the Great Barrington Historical Society and
serves on the Great Barrington
Historical Commission.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, July 27 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see
page 20).

On Thursday, August 3 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires features
actress Diane Steinbrink, who
will present “Alfred Uhry, The
Southern Jewish Playwright.”
This free program at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road in Pittsfield, is part of the Federation’s
Connecting With Community
series.
Diane Steinbrink will focus
on the life and works of Alfred
Uhry and the family members
who influenced many of his
characters, and will discuss
the unique Southern background as he shared it with
the presenter. It will feature
monologues from some of his
most significant plays, Driving
Miss Daisy, Last Night At
Ballyhoo, and Parade, which
deals with the Leo Frank case
and its impact on the Atlanta
Jewish community.
Fox Uhry was born in
Atlanta on December 3, 1936,
to a prosperous family of
German-Jewish descent. He
attended Druid Hills High
School, and after graduation
he attended Brown University in Rhode Island, where he
received a degree in English
and drama in 1958. Uhry
then relocated to New York
City, where he taught English at the Calhoun School.
In 1975, after several failed
attempts at writing a successful play, he collaborated
with Robert Waldman to
adapt Eudora Welty’s short
novel The Robber Bridegroom

Playwright Alfred Uhry
into a musical. The production received a Tony Award
nomination for Best Book of a
Musical, and it marked Uhry’s
first success as a playwright.
Diane G. Steinbrink is a
graduate of Adelphi University
with a BA in Speech and Drama. She served as the Coordinator of Philadelphia Plays for
Living for 17 years. She was
the producer/facilitator of the
Anne Frank Theater Project for
Jewish Family and Children’s
Service of Philadelphia.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday,
August 3 at 10:45 a.m., followed
by lunch (see page 20).

Dr. Avraham Horowitz on
A. B. Yehoshua’s The Extra,
July 31
On Monday, July 31 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires hosts
Dr. Avraham Horowitz, who
will discuss the novel The
Extra by Israeli novelist A. B.
Yehoshua. This free program
at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield, is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Says Dr. Horowitz: “The
main character of the novel
The Extra by A.B. Yehoshua,
is a young Israeli woman, a
musician, who plays the harp
in an orchestra in the Netherlands and comes back to
Israel for a few months. Her
interactions in Israel with her
family and friends reflect the
reality of present Israel, where
unlike earlier times of the
Israeli state, the focus now is
the individual rather than the
community.
“Yehoshua beautifully
learned from William Faulkner,
how to use stream of conscience in his writing.
Dr. Avraham Horowitz
received a B.Sc. degree at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and M.Sc. and Ph.D.
degrees in Experimental Psychology at the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
In parallel to his long career
as scientist at the General

Dr. Avraham Horowitz
Motors Research Laboratories
in Michigan, he established
and ran Israeli Literature
Book Clubs. Dr. Horowitz
publishes Israeli literature
book reviews in the Florida’s
Jewish Journal and lectures
on Israeli Literature across
South Florida.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, July 31
at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 20).
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Your Federation Presents
Was She or Wasn’t She?
“Edith Wharton’s Anti-Semitism: A Consideration,” at the
July 14 Knosh & Knowledge
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Friday, July 14, Knosh &
Knowledge hosts Dr. Irene
Goldman-Price for a talk titled
“Edith Wharton’s Anti-Semitism: A Consideration.” This
Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires program will take
place at Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire at 10:45 a.m., and
will be followed by lunch.
Edith Wharton (18621937), an American author
of immense erudition and
talent, was born during the
Civil War into a wealthy and
prominent family of Old New
York. She wrote more than
40 volumes of stories, novels,
poetry, memoir, house decoration, travel, and other subjects, for which she received
a number of literary awards.
She is now considered one
of America’s greatest writers.
For her humanitarian service
in Paris during World War I,
Wharton was honored by both
the French and Belgian governments. And, like her good
friends Theodore Roosevelt,
Henry Adams, and Henry
James, she also harbored
anti-Semitic prejudices.
In her talk, Dr. Irene Goldman-Price will lay out evidence
of this prejudice from Wharton’s letters and writings and
from other sources and put
these beliefs into the social, literary, and intellectual context
of her time. The question of

how one is to respond to such
attitudes in a person of prominence will be open for discussion. Although it is not necessary, because Wharton’s most
sustained fictional portrait
of a Jew comes in her 1905
novel, The House of Mirth, Dr.
Goldman-Price suggests that
attendees might enjoy reading
(or re-reading) the book before
attending the lecture.
Dr. Goldman-Price earned
her PhD in English from
Boston University and spent
much of her career teaching
English and Women’s Studies at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana, where she
also headed their women’s
studies program. She is the
co-editor of American Literary Mentors and editor of My
Dear Governess: The Letters of
Edith Wharton to Anna Bahlmann, for which she earned
fellowships from the Beinecke
Library at Yale University and
the Edith Wharton Society.
Her article “The Perfect Jew in
The House of Mirth” has been
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EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT CAMPAIGN
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IS REAL 2017

Dr. Irene Goldman-Price
reprinted several times.
She has taught American and Women’s Literature
at several universities and
community forums, including
locally for OLLI. Her abiding
interest in Edith Wharton has
led her to serve on the editorial board of the Edith Wharton
Review and as a trustee at The
Mount, Edith Wharton’s house
museum in Lenox.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
Date & Time: Friday, July 14 at 10:45 a.m.
Venue: Hevreh of Southern Berkshire, 270 State Road, Great
Barrington
Cost: $11 with fresh buffet lunch. Program only, $5.
Advance lunch reservations required for this event.
Email federation@jewishberkshires.org,
or call (413) 442-4360, ext. 10

New Emails for Federation Staff
Email addresses have changed for all staff at the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires.
If you wish to contact us by email, please use the new emails below and update your address books, as we will no longer receive email at our old addresses. All other
contact information remains the same.

196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201
(413) 442-4360 phone
(413) 443-6070 fax
Dara Kaufman, Executive Director / dkaufman@jewishberkshires.org
Front Desk/Office Manager / federation@jewishberkshires.org
Margo Golos, Development Officer / mgolos@jewishberkshires.org
Kathi Todd, Development Assistant / ktodd@jewishberkshires.org
Albert Stern, BJV Editor & PR Contact / astern@jewishberkshires.org
Jenny Greenfeld, BJV Advertising / jgreenfeld@jewishberkshires.org
Nancy Maurice Rogers, Program Director / nrogers@jewishberkshires.org
Susan Frisch Lehrer, Coordinator of Volunteers, PJ Library /
slehrer@jewishberkshires.org
Cindy Bell-Deane, Director of Food Services /
cbdeane@jewishberkshires.org
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INCLUDES A CALENDAR OF PROGRAMS AND EVENTS
SPONSORED BY THE BERKSHIRE JEWISH COMMUNITY

Jewish Federation of the Berkshires’
2017 Annual Campaign
GOAL $790,000

Challenges for the
Marginalized in Israel
Tova Hartman on Social Action at the
August 11, Knosh & Knowledge
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Friday, August 11, Knosh &
Knowledge hosts Tova Hartman, Dean of Humanities at
Israel’s Ono Academic College,
which was established to foster inclusiveness and multicultural education and is now the
largest private college in the
country. She will explore the
challenges for marginalized
Ultra Orthodox and Ethiopian Jews, as well as those for
Arabs and Druse, in Israel’s
multicultural society.
This Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires program will
take place at Hevreh of Southern Berkshire at 10:45 a.m.,
and will be followed by lunch.
Tova Hartman’s first book,
Appropriately Subversive:
Modern Mothers in Traditional
Religions (based on her doctoral
thesis under Carol Gilligan),
was a comparative study of
the experiences of traditional
Catholic and Jewish women
as mothers and as agents of
socialization in their communities and cultures. This topic
brought her into the world of
interfaith research and social
action, where she maintains a
vital presence as a speaker and
teacher at conferences relating
to scholarship, religion, and
social change.
In her last book, Are You
Not a Man of God?: Devotion,
Betrayal, and Social Criticism
in Jewish Tradition (Oxford),
Hartman brought feminist
theory and relational psychology to bear on Jewish theology
and culture. Her prior book,
Feminism Encounters Jewish
Tradition: Resistance and Accommodation (Brandeis), won a
National Jewish Book Award.
She continues to publish
scholarly and popular articles and speaks regularly at a
diverse range of venues across
North America, Europe, and
Israel. She is also founder of

Tova Hartman
Shira Hadasha in Jerusalem,
the first Orthodox egalitarian
synagogue.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires
Date & Time: Friday, August 11
at 10:45 a.m.
Venue: Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Road, Great
Barrington
Cost: $11 with fresh buffet
lunch. Program only, $5.
Advance lunch reservations
required for this event.
Email federation@
jewishberkshires.org,
or call (413) 442-4360, ext. 10
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Your Federation Presents
“From Everyday Objects to
Religious Symbols,” with
Dr. Jon Greenberg on July 3
On Monday, July 3 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires will
present “From Fruits and
Flowers to Table Settings,
and the Colors of Wine—From
Everyday Objects to Religious
Symbols,” a talk by Dr. Jon
Greenberg. This free program
at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield, is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Through a series of fascinating but little-known stories
about the foods and religious
practices that make up the
Jewish year, participants see
how metaphors from nature,
rabbinic theology, and the
Jewish mystical imagination
have transformed objects from
salads and flatware to landscapes and agricultural practices into religious traditions
often far-removed from their
original meanings.
Dr. Jon Greenberg received
his doctorate in agronomy
from Cornell University. He
has also studied with Rabbi
Chaim Brovender at Israel’s
Yeshivat Hamivtar and conducted research on corn,
alfalfa, and soybeans at
Cornell, the US Department of
Agriculture, and the University
of Pennsylvania’s Institute for
Cancer Research. Since 1989,

Dr. Jon Greenberg
he has been a science teacher
and educational consultant.
Dr. Greenberg was Senior
Editor of science textbooks at
Prentice Hall Publishing Co.
Previously on the faculty of
Yeshivas Ohr Yosef, the School
of Education at Indiana University, and the University of
Phoenix, he has taught at the
Heschel School since 2008. He
is a frequent speaker at synagogues, schools, and botanical
gardens.

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires / Connecting
With Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday,
July 3, at 10:45 a.m.,
followed by lunch
(see page 20).

“A Panorama of Jewish Liturgical Music,”
with Rabbi/Cantor Jon Haddon on June 29
On Thursday, June 29 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires welcomes Rabbi/Cantor Jon Haddon for “A Panorama of Jewish
Liturgical Music,” a program
of talk and music. This free
program at Knesset Israel, 16
Colt Road in Pittsfield is part
of the Federation’s Connecting
With Community series.
Through the use of playing
the guitar, live vocal singing of
a number of excerpts during
the program and recorded
materials, Rabbi/Cantor Jon
Haddon will present a program on Jewish prayer modes,
various Biblical chants, and
demonstrations of cantorial
and sacred music both past
and present. This unique
music program will employ
live vocal, guitar, and recorded
materials, and offer an opportunity to learn and listen to
unique sacred music.

Rabbi Jon Haddon currently serves Congregation
Beth David of Amenia, NY
as its part-time rabbi for the
past eight years. He was the
Spiritual Leader of Temple
Shearith Israel of Ridgefield,
CT for 22 years, (now called
Shir Shalom) and is Rabbi
Emeritus. He is a founder of
the Ethnic Diversity Committee, serves on the B’nai
B’rith World of Difference
committee, the Association of
Religious Communities, and
is immediate past president
of the Danbury (CT) Jewish
Federation.

Rabbi/Cantor Jon Haddon

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, June 29 at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch
(see page 20).

“Under Siege: The Addiction Epidemic and
What We Can Do to Help,” July 6
On Thursday, July 6 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires welcomes Dr. Jennifer Michaels,
who will present “Under Siege:
The Addiction Epidemic and
What We Can Do to Help.”
This free program at Knesset
Israel, 16 Colt Road in Pittsfield, is part of the Federation’s Connecting With Community series.
Dr. Jennifer Michaels is
assistant professor at the
University of Massachusetts
Medical School and the medical director of the Brien Center, Berkshire County’s largest
community mental health
provider. She will describe the
disease of addiction, explain
how we become addicted
to substances (with a focus
on heroin and prescription

pills), and then discuss how
treatments work and people
recover.
Dr. Michaels is dual board
certified in adult and addiction
psychiatry. She is a national mentor for the Physician
Clinical Support System, a
SAMHSA-funded program providing training and education
to physicians treating people
with addictions. Dr. Michaels
is a frequent guest on WAMC
Northeast Public Radio, and
is a committed community
educator on topics related to
mental health.

Dr. Jennifer Michaels

IF YOU GO
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
Community
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Thursday, July 6, at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see
page 20).

“Approaching 100 Years of Chamber
Music at South Mountain,” July 17
On Monday, July 17 at
10:45 a.m., the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires hosts
Lou Steigler, since 1980 the
executive director of South
Mountain Concerts, a presenter of chamber music
concerts on South Mountain
in Pittsfield since 1918. His
topic: “Approaching 100 Years
of Chamber Music at South
Mountain.” This free program
at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road
in Pittsfield, is part of the
Federation’s Connecting With
Community series.
Lou Steigler will define the
mission of South Mountain
Concerts, its history, and
activity, and to share some
stories of performances and
artists appearing at the venue.
Located in Pittsfield, South
Mountain Concerts presents
chamber music concerts
each year during early fall.
Founded in 1918 through the

vision and generosity of the
American patroness of music,
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge,
South Mountain has presented over the years some of the
world’s leading chamber music
ensembles and soloists.
The Concert Hall built in
1918, now on the National
Register of Historic Buildings,
was specifically designed for
chamber music and built in
a colonial style using timber
from an old textile mill. The
hall seats 440 and enjoys
particularly fine acoustics. In
2016, South Mountain Concerts was the recipient of the
Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center Award for Extraordinary Service to Chamber Music.
Steigler came to Pittsfield
in 1958 to serve as Minister
of Music at First Church of
Christ, Congregational on
Park Square. While there he

directed the
adult choir,
several children’s choirs, a
hand bell choir,
and founded the
First Church
Oratorio Choir.
That choir of
55 members,
made up of the
church’s regular
adult choir plus
singers from
Berkshire County and nearby
New York State,
performed large
The 1918 Concert Hall, now on the National Register of Historic Buildings
choral works
including canIF YOU GO
tatas, oratorios, and masses
for years until Mr. Steigler’s
Sponsor: Jewish Federation of the Berkshires / Connecting With
retirement from First Church
Community
in 2008.
Venue: Knesset Israel
Date & Time: Monday, July 17, at 10:45 a.m., followed by lunch (see
page 20).
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Your Federation Presents
Connecting with Our Israeli Afula-Gilboa Partners
Meaningful connections were made when visiting Israeli photographers from the Afula-Gilboa
based movement of Marching Together Towards a
Shared Future shared their story and images with
more than 150 community members who attended
the Federation-sponsored exhibition of Dialogue
Through the Lens in early May. Local community
members accompanied the photographers on a
photo tour of the Berkshires, and the photogra-

phers also spoke with teens at Monument Mountain Regional High School, sharing their individual
perspectives on respect and tolerance in accepting
those that are different or with whom we might
disagree. It was a truly impactful experience for
both our community and our Israeli guests.
Thanks again to the Charles Flint Fine Art and
Antiques Gallery in Lenox for hosting.

Approaching Afula, Gilboa Mountains in background

As my parents planted for me before I was born, so do I plant for those who come after me. – Talmud
Thank you to these individuals who through their gift to the Legacy Circle will ensure that
the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires thrives long into the future. May your name be a
Blessing, and may the example you set inspire others to create their own Jewish Legacy.

Anonymous (9)
Ed Abrahams
Norman Avnet, of blessed
memory
Barbara Bashevkin
Robert Bashevkin
Linda J. L. Becker
Robert Berend
Shelley Berend
Helene Berke

Lawrence Berke
Lee & Sydelle Blatt
Betty Braun, of blessed memory
Cipora Brown
Barbara Cohen
Mark Cohen
Mimi Cohen
C. Jeffrey & Judith Cook
Gerry & Lynn Denmark
Jonathan & Lara Denmark
Sheila K. Donath
Melva Eidelberg
Monroe England, in memory of
Monroe B. & Isabel England
Dr. Armand V. Feigenbaum,
of blessed memory
Dr. Donald S. Feigenbaum,
of blessed memory
Steven Feiner
Diana & Stanley Feld

Stuart M. Fischman
Lynn & William Foggle
Elaine Friedman
Eiran Gazit
Jeffrey Goldwasser &
Jonquil Wolfson
Jordan & Laura Green
Harold Grinspoon
Ellen Heffan
Ed Jaffe, of blessed memory
Elihu Katzman
Marilyn Katzman
Dara Kaufman
Howard & Nancy Kaufman
Lawrence Klein
Sarah Klein
Arthur Kriger, of blessed
memory
Fred & Brenda Landes
Beth Laster-Nathan

Andrew S. Levine
Toby H. Levine
Erna Lindner-Gilbert
Amy Lindner-Lesser
Helen Maislen
Ellen Masters
Stuart Masters
Estelle Miller
Robert Newman,
of blessed memory
Ken & Fran Rubenstein
Stella Schecter
Arlene D. Schiff
Gary Schiff
Stephen & Deborah Schreier
Martin Silver
Sylvia Silverberg, in memory of
Jerome Silverberg
Richard A. Simons & Marcie
Greenfield Simons

Mark & Elisa Snowise
Harold Sparr, of blessed memory
Lisa Fletcher-Udel
Edward Udel
Michael & Joan Ury
Mark & Judy Usow
Henry & Beate Voremberg,
of blessed memory
Alexandra Warshaw
Florence Wineberg,
of blessed memory
Rabbi Deborah Zecher &
Rabbi Dennis Ross
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Your Federation Presents
Why I Give!
Larry Frankel and Elisa Schindler-Frankel

Community-spirited Federation donors/volunteers and Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire members, who moved to the Berkshires
full time from the New York City area in 2016.

“

We enjoy sharing our passion for community. Here, we’re
finding that all institutions are intertwined, and not as
isolated and individualistic as in bigger metropolitan areas.
Federation is not only important to the Jewish community, but
to the entire Berkshires community, as well. Federation events
like ‘Dialogue Through the Lens’ welcome everyone, and the
spirit of inclusion and outreach is a big part of what being
Jewish means to me.” – Larry

“

The reasons we give back are the reasons anyone would –
Jewish values and tikkun olam. Since we relocated here, we
see how Federation touches lives in tangible ways. We see
results – this Federation’s work is an integral part of so many
people’s daily lives. Given the reality that so many Jews here
are not affiliated with local synagogues, Federation provides
a focal point for Jewish life – be it through programs, senior
services, or education. We don’t know what would happen to
our Jewish community without Federation.” – Elisa

Jewish V  ice
Berkshire

A publication of the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires, serving the Berkshires and surrounding NY, CT and VT

Thank you to our supporters!
The Berkshire Jewish Voice extends a very special “thank you” for the
generosity extended thus far by 15 households YTD who have sent in
their contributions for voluntary subscriptions to the paper in 2017.

Michael Albert
Pattie Sarah Goldman
Dr. Harold and Elaine Isaacson

To donate to the Federation’s 2017 Annual Campaign visit
www.jewishberkshires.org, call (413) 442-4360, ext. 16,
or send your gift to Jewish Federation of the Berkshires,
196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201

www.jewishberkshires.org

Berkshire Record’s ‘Best of the 2017’
Voted Best Bagel Shop and
Best New York Style Deli

WELCOME IN SUMMER WITH
OUR LOBSTER ROLLS AND OUR
HOMEMADE GAZPACHO

Cecily Levine
Toby and Alan Morganstein
Burton Shapiro

SEED WHAT YOU READ! BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TODAY!
Yes, I support the Berkshire Jewish Voice! Please accept my voluntary
tax-deductible subscription contribution.
_____ $360 Mensch & Honorary Publisher
(Supports color printing in one edition of the Voice)
_____ $180 Sponsor
Mail check payable to:
_____ $72 Patron
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
_____ $36 Friend
196 South Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201
(Please add Berkshire Jewish Voice in the memo)
_____ $18 Supporter
Name to be listed: _____________________________________________
p I wish to remain anonymous
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TAA’s Lunch and Learn becomes
Lunch and Laugh this July
PITTSFIELD – Temple Anshe
Amunim will host a twopart presentation on Jewish
Comedy on Thursdays, July
20 and 27 at 11:30 a.m. It’s
no secret that Jews have
played a dominant role in the
world of comedy. How do we
account for this dominance?
What makes Jews so funny?
What are the characteristics
of Jewish comedy? The course
examines these questions.
The presenter is Phil
Halpern, a retired business
executive and former innkeeper. He has taught a
well-received course for Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute
(OLLI) on 20th century comedy. His extensive research
for that course has led him

to explore the effect of Jewish
influence on humor. Using a
Power Point presentation with
graphics and video, he will
offer a history of Jewish comedy. Film clips of Jewish comedians such as Mel Brooks,
Jackie Mason, Joan Rivers,
and others will be shown to
illustrate the influence of the
Jewish experience on comedy
in America.
Temple Anshe Amunim is
located at 26 Broad Street,
Pittsfield in an accessible
building. For more information, contact the Temple
Anshe Amunim office at (413)
442-5910, email templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org or visit
www.ansheanumim.org.

Father Michael Bernier, Pastor Sheila Sholes-Ross, and Rabbi
Josh Breindel

Phil Halpern

“Creating and Tasting” – A Rugelach and
Babka Workshop
PITTSFIELD – On Thursday,
July 6, Sara Volovik, codirector of Chabad of the
Berkshires, will conduct two
rugelach and babka workshops at Chabad of the Berkshires at 450 South Street.
All are invited to participate
– the first session is at 1 p.m.
and the second is at 7 p.m.
Rugelach and babka have
always been popular in kosher
bakeries, Sara explained, and

recently made a comeback in
pop culture with the opening of hip rugelach cafes in
New York City. Rugelach is a
Jewish traditional twisty tasty
pastry with a range of fillings. Its Yiddish name means
“little twists” because of how
the treat is made by twisting
the corners or rolling them.
Rugelach and babka are not
exclusive to any holiday in
particular, but can be seen at

“The Blessings of Liberty” –
An Interfaith Service

almost every Jewish occasion.
Alternatively, some assert
that the root is ‘rugel’ meaning
royal, possibly a reference to
the taste, Sara added. Either
way “Rugelach have been given the ‘royal treatment’ for a
long time.”
Cost is $18 per person. To
RSVP for the workshop, please
visit www.Jewishberkshires.
com or call (413) 499-9899.

PITTSFIELD – Rabbi Josh
Breindel (Temple Anshe Amunim), Pastor Sheila SholesRoss (First Baptist Church)
and Father Michael Bernier
(Sacred Heart Church) will
lead an interfaith service to
honor the founding of the
United States of America on
Sunday, July 2 at 3:00 p.m. at
Temple Anshe Amunim. The
choirs from the three congregations will come together to
provide musical inspiration.
“Over the past few years,
this service has come to
mean a lot to me,” said Rabbi
Breindel. “It’s a moment
when our congregations can
unite as people of faith and
as Americans.”
Pastor Sholes-Ross echoed
these remarks. “It’s important
for our community – for each
of us – to remember the blessings of liberty. This is God’s

JTS in the Berkshires Returns with “Paths of Resistance”
LENOX – When summer
comes, can JTS in the Berkshires be far behind?
This learning series, held in
the Elayne Bernstein Theater
on the Shakespeare and Company campus, is this summer
organized under the theme
“Paths of Resistance.” Each of
four professionals under the
aegis of the Jewish Theological
Seminary develops the season’s theme into a 90-minute
session (beginning at 11:00
a.m.) of illuminating scholarship and thoughtfulness. An
attendee may come to single
sessions ($25) or purchase the
series of four ($85).
Co-sponsors for the series
are the Jewish Theological
Seminary, the Jewish Federation of the Berkshires, and the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation.
The first session on July 7
will feature Dr. Barbara Mann,
Simon H. Fabin Associate
Professor of Jewish Literature
and is titled, “Poet as Prophet: Social Protest in Modern
Hebrew Poetry.” This session
explores contemporary Hebrew-language protest poetry
and its link to the biblical prophetic tradition. More
broadly it will address
how literature and the
arts can galvanize and
move individuals and
groups toward resistance.
The July 21 speaker is Dr. Hillel Ban
Sasson, Visiting
Assistant Professor of
Israel Studies, who will

address the idea of “Resistance
as a Religious Virtue: Confronting the Divine in Rabbinic Literature.” This session
explores human resistance to
the divine as it is imagined in
midrash and Talmud. What
can we learn from the rabbis’
inclusion of stories where
individuals debate with God?
How does it relate to our own
political and social action in
the present?
On August 4, the series
welcomes back Dr. David
Kraemer, the Joseph J. and
Dora Abbell Librarian and
Professor of Talmud and Rabbinics at JTS, who will recall
Chanukah in his talk, “Hanna
and Her Sons: The Power of
Religious Resistance.” Using
the story of Hannah and her
seven sons as it appears in the
Book of Maccabees and the
Talmud, this session explores
the act of martyrdom as a form
of spiritual resistance.
At the concluding program
on August 18, Dr. Avinoam
Patt, JTS Fellow and Phillip D.
Feltman Professor of Modern
Jewish History at the University of Hartford returns to the

series with “’Not Like Sheep to
the Slaughter’: Writing about
Resistance in the Aftermath
of the Holocaust.” What is the
meaning of resistance during
and after the Warsaw Ghetto
revolt? How did the surviving
ghetto fighters understand
their actions? How did they
explain the choice to resist?
What were the implications of
casting the rest of the Jewish
community as “sheep to the
slaughter”? How was resistance politicized almost immediately during and after the
revolt in the rest of the Jewish
world?
For on-line registration,
go to www.jtsa.edu/berkshires or call L ynn Feinman

JTS scholar Dr. Barbara Mann
at (212) 678-8821 or
lyfeinman@jtsa.edu.
For local questions, call
Myrna Hammerling at (413)
445-4872, ext. 16, mhammerling@knessetisrael.org.

intent for us: to interact with
one another based upon the
Creator whom we all share!”
While Anshe and First
Baptist have collaborated on
this service in previous years,
Sacred Heart will be joining
in the experience for the first
time. “This service,” Father
Bernier explained, “is directly
in keeping with our goal to
create an atmosphere of unity
in Berkshire County. We’re
honored to be partners in this
endeavor.”
All are warmly invited to
join in this moment of interfaith collaboration and celebration.
Temple Anshe Amunim
is located at 26 Broad Street
in Pittsfield. For more information, contact the Temple
Anshe Amunim office at (413)
442-5910, email templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org or visit
www.ansheanumim.org.
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The Dreyfus Affair: An Illustrated Lecture

Loaves of Love

PITTSFIELD – On August 2,
Temple Anshe Amunim
will host a dramatic Power
Point presentation by Jesse
Waldinger, titled “The Dreyfus
Affair: An Illustrated Lecture.”
The program, part of Temple
Anshe Amunim’s “Lunch and
Learn” series, will begin at
11:30 a.m.
Here’s a preview of the story
Waldinger will spin:
Paris, 1894. It is discovered
that a French army officer has
offered to sell military secrets
to long-time adversary Germany. Who is the traitor? Immediately suspected is Captain
Alfred Dreyfus, a career officer
who speaks German, acts
aloof, and is well-positioned
to gather information of value
to the enemy. His handwriting seems to match the
incriminating document. Most
tellingly, he is a Jew, an alien.
His capacity for treason can be
deduced from his race.
Evidence is hastily gathered, a military trial convened,
the defendant convicted, and
Captain Dreyfus is publically
humiliated, stripped of his
rank, discharged from the
army, and shipped off to im-

All you KNEAD to know about Challah

Jesse Waldinger
their own lunch; beverages and
dessert will be provided. Admission is free for Temple members
and $5.00 for non-members.
Temple Anshe Amunim is
located at 26 Broad Street,
Pittsfield in an accessible
building. For more information, contact the Temple
Anshe Amunim office at (413)
442-5910, email templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org or visit
www.ansheanumim.org.

PITTSFIELD – An evening
challah bake led by Sara
Volovik, co-director of Chabad
of the Berkshires, will take
place on Thursday, July 20
at 7 p.m. Challah, a braided
bread loaf traditionally eaten
by Jews on Shabbat and holidays, “evokes warm sentiments,” says Sara.
“Challah nourishes the
family physically and spiritually,” she adds. “Many remember the aroma of freshly baked
challah in their grandmothers’
kitchens, and always on the
table for Shabbat dinner with
family and friends. The challah baking process has always
been regarded as a time for
spiritual reflection and serves

as a reminder to nurture our
relationships.”
Women and men are invited
to participate regardless of
Jewish knowledge, affiliation,
or background.
The program will include
a hands-on workshop, teaching participants the secret to
creating great tasting challah
from scratch, and exploring
the Kabbalistic meaning behind challah.
Cost $10 per person.
Attendance is by RSVP only,
and reservations can be made
at www.jewishberkshires.com
or by calling (413) 499-9899.
Chabad of the Berkshires is
located at 450 South Street in
Pittsfield.

PHOTO: ALBERT STERN

prisonment on Devil’s Island
for life.
End of story? Hardly. It was
only just beginning.
The Dreyfus Affair divided
the French nation and attracted international notice. It took
12 years for the scandal to run
its course with politicians and
ordinary citizens taking sides,
governments falling, coups
d’état and even assassinations
attempted, reports falsified,
documents forged, forgers
committing suicide, murders
suspected, and the church and
military establishments under
attack. There was perjury,
vandalism, dueling, and bloody
riots. Through it all, the specter of anti-Semitism reared its
ugly head as the army strained
to protect its image as the
nation’s protector. The effects
of the Affair extended through
the 20th and even into the 21st
century.
Jesse Waldinger, who
lectured last year on the Leo
Frank trial, is an attorney
and playwright who resides
in Canaan, NY, with his wife,
director/teacher Barbara
Waldinger.
Guests are invited to bring

The Story Behind the Story – A Kabbalistic
Perspective of the Torah
you viewed the stories of our
Heritage,” says Sara.
“Although the course’s
teachings are firmly anchored
in more than 3000 years of
scholarship,” she adds, “the
urgent relevance of these ageold truths to contemporary life
has never been more manifest. The principles derived
from the Kabbalah embody a
distinctly universal message,
calling for humankind at all
times to lead productive and
virtuous lives, and for unity among all peoples and all
nations.”
Hot tea and freshly baked
goodies will be served. To-

rah and Tea takes place at
Chabad of the Berkshires,
450 South Street in Pittsfield.
For more information, call
(413) 499-9899.

Midweek Mah Jongg for Men
and Women
Chabad invites all to play
Mah Jongg weekly on Wednesdays in July at the Chabad
House from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Beginners are welcome.
Lessons will be offered by
reservation only. Homemade
refreshments will be served.
No charge.

Shabbat Under the Stars at Tanglewood

last performed by the BSO
in 1990, and Mozart’s Piano
Concerto No. 21 in C, K.467,
featuring Russian pianist
Daniil Trifonov.
Tickets can be purchased
by contacting the BSO at
www.bso.org or by calling

(413) 637-1666.
For more information,
please contact the Temple
Anshe Amunim office at (413)
442-5910, email templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org or visit
www.ansheanumim.org.

A Family’s Journey to
Freedom: Escaping the
Holocaust through the
Far East
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Monday, July 31 at 7:30 p.m.,
Congregation Ahavath Sholom
hosts Judith Schumer, who
was born in Shanghai, China,
in October, 1945, and who will
tell the story of her parents’
odyssey to the United States.
Schumer’s parents survived the Holocaust by first
escaping to Lithuania from
Nazi-occupied Poland and
then using a special visa to
travel first to Japan and then
to China. They spent the war
under Japanese occupation
in Shanghai, and were finally
able to get visas to the United
States in 1948. In New York,
her father, a Yiddish journalist, eventually became the editor of the Yiddish newspaper,
The Jewish Daily Forward.
In 2012, Schumer published a book about her
family’s escape and survival,
Esther’s Journey – A Holocaust
Memoir.
Schumer was a teacher for
35 years in New York and New
Jersey and has two married
daughters and two grandchildren. She and her husband live in Sheffield, MA and
in Reno, NV, where she was
recently appointed vice-chairperson of the Governor’s
Advisory Council on Education

a

LENOX – Rabbi Josh Breindel
(Temple Anshe Amunim) will
lead a Kabbalat Shabbat service followed by an evening of
music at Tanglewood in Lenox
on Friday, July 14, at 7 p.m.
“It’s a beautiful way to
welcome Shabbat,” says Rabbi
Breindel. “We sing together, share a nosh and enjoy
the beauty of nature. I look
forward to these evenings all
winter long!”
All are warmly invited to attend this musical and innovative service. Bring your picnic
and look for people gathered
on the Lawn with blue and
white balloons. The service is
traditionally held overlooking
Stockbridge Bowl before the
evening’s performance. A dessert to share is also welcome!
On this evening, Andris
Nelsons will conduct Ravel’s
Le Tombeau de Couperin and
BSO Artist Partner Thomas
Adès’s Three Studies from
Couperin. Also on the program is Haydn’s Symphony
No. 83, La Poule (‘The Hen’),

Overcome braiding challenges, such as those encountered by
a BJV staff member attempting his first homemade challah
(pictured)

Relating to the Holocaust.
She is also a member of the
Northern Nevada Holocaust
Education Task Force. She
speaks at schools, universities, and adult groups about
her family’s survival as well as
her experience and responsibility as a “Second Generation”
survivor.
For more information on
this free event, please visit
www.ahavathsholom.com or
call (413) 528-4197. CAS is
located at 15 North Street in
Great Barrington.

Create a Jewish Legacy Campaign
Please remember the Jewish Community in your will.

a

PITTSFIELD – Join Sara
Volovik, co-director of Chabad
of the Berkshires, for Torah
and Tea, an exploration of the
weekly Torah portion based
on the teachings of Kabbalah
and the Talmud. This free,
women-only study group
meets Wednesday afternoons
in July from 12:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m.
The course outlines a spiritual road map for day to day
life based on Kabbalah and
Talmud by delving through the
weekly Torah portion. Culling
from the Talmud, the Midrash,
Chassidic Masters, and group
input “may change the way
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Screeners’ Picks

FILM FESTIVAL, continued from page 1
old Bronx girl. At 8 p.m., the
decades-long Israeli-Palestinian
conflict is settled on a soccer
field in The 90 Minute War.
On July 17 at 4 p.m., in
Across the Waters, a Jewish
musician and his family make
a frantic escape from Nazi-occupied Denmark. My Hero
Brother (at 8 p.m.) depicts the
remarkable story of Israelis
with Down syndrome embarking upon a demanding trek
through the Himalayas.
The festival continues on
July 24 at 4 p.m. with Big
Sonia, a film about a diminutive, warm, and affectionate
Holocaust survivor with an
oversized personality, and the
life lessons she dispenses.
Bang! The Bert Berns Story (at
8 p.m.), music meets the mob
in the biographical documentary about the life and career
of Bert Berns, songwriter of
rock ‘n’ roll hits “Twist and
Shout,” “Hang on Sloopy,” and
“Piece of My Heart,” as well as
producer of “Brown Eyed Girl”
and “Under the Boardwalk.”
Keep Quiet will be shown
at 4 p.m. on July 31. Csanad
Szegedi, a leading member of
the far-right party in Hungary, and has built a career on
denying the Holocaust and
dehumanizing Jews, until
he learns that his maternal
grandparents were not only
Jewish but survivors of the
Holocaust. No film will be
shown at 8 p.m.
On August 7 at 4 p.m.,
Bogdan’s Journey portrays a
Polish Catholic psychologist
who persuades his community to confront its suppressed
history of anti-Semitism and
its murderous consequences.
Moos, at 8 p.m., is a Dutch
dramedy with beguiling characters. A socially-awkward
young woman fulfills a lifelong
dream to find her uniquely
beautiful voice.
A cash-strapped party
emcee and his devious uncle
scheme to steal a secret recipe
in The Pickle Recipe on August 14 at 4 p.m. This genial
family comedy stars Jon Dore,
Oscar nominee David Paymer,
and Sex and the City actress
Lynn Cohen. Who’s Gonna
Love Me (at 8 p.m.) tells the
story of Saar, a 39-year-old
former Israeli army paratrooper living in London who
discovers he is HIV positive
and embarks on a journey of
reconciliation with his religious family in Israel.
The Berkshire Jewish
Film Festival is generously
supported by the Greylock
Federal Credit Union, the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation, and the Spitz-Tuchman
Charitable Trust. All seating
is general admission. Season
passes are available at
www.knessetisrael.org or
(413) 445-4872, ext. 10.

This year the Screening Committee of the Berkshire Jewish Film
Festival watched more than 100 movies looking for the best in
current Jewish film. A few committee members share thoughts on
the films they most enjoyed.
Steve Rosenthal on Freedom Runners (July 10, 4 p.m.)
“Freedom Runners was one of the first films we screened this year
and right away I knew we had to show it as it is such an inspirational story. When I watched it, following the Israeli track coach bring
the young disenfranchised African refugees together as a team, I
saw how powerful the efforts of just one person can be. Faced with
many obstacles, he still manages to inspire his athletes to never give
up. Even young viewers will see how important persistence and
teamwork can be.”
Laura Ferber Hazen on My Hero Brother (July 17, 8 p.m.)
“I was eager to choose My Hero Brother for this year’s festival
because of its great sense of compassion and adventure as young
Israelis with Down Syndrome journey with their siblings through the
Himalayas. The depth of emotions shared between family members
was touching and the scenery was magnificent. As the daughter of
a special education teacher who worked with children with Down
Syndrome, this film touched me and reminded me that special
needs people often
have an emotional
availability that is
beautiful to behold
and softens our
hearts.”
Fred Landes on Joe’s Violin (July 10, 4 p.m.)
“The first time I
saw this beautifully
crafted documentary short, I both
cried and felt good
at the same time.
Joe’s Violin is about
the unanticipated
impact of a random
act of kindness, both
on its giver and its
recipient. Joe Feingold, a 91-year-old
Holocaust survivor
donates his violin
to a program that gives musical instruments to inner city public
schools. Its recipient, 12-year-old Briana Perez, recognizes the meaning behind the gift, as a kind of lifeline between
two survivors. This unlikely coupling of two wonderful people at the end and beginning of their
respective lives is the axis that turns this movie into
a meaningful experience for all viewers.”

Laura Ferber Hazen
on Moos
(August 7, 8 p.m.)
“As an actor and an
artist, I empathized
with the character
of Moos. I loved her
struggle in grappling with her family
dynamics, as their
expectations of her differed at times with her own artistic goals.
Her audition piece leaves you with a haunting melody.”
Amy Herman on The Pickle Recipe (August 14, 4 p.m.)
“I found The Pickle Recipe deeply meaningful and touching. It begins as seemingly Borscht-belt shtick. A series of quirky circumstances defines the plot and the characters, all in the unusual setting of
Detroit. In the end, the true meaning of the elusive pickle recipe
is revealed. It is the symbol of all that was so tragically taken from
Rose, the main
character we have
come to love.”

Donate
Volunteer
Make a
Difference

— AND OPERATED FOR THREE DECADES —

Independent, Assisted Living
and Memory Care Options.
“Just the help you need, just when you need it!” | 140 Melbourne Road | Pittsfield, MA | 413-499-1992 | Wingatehealthcare.com
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Another Superb Super Sunday Showing
More than 55 volunteers (ages 10 to 94) worked diligently on May 21 to reach out to hundreds of potential donors to ask
for support. By mid-afternoon, callers in Pittsfield and Great Barrington had secured 233 gifts for the 2017 Annual Campaign to support community programs locally and help Jews in need around the world.
Our teens made 235 thank you calls to those who had already given. Our younger kids rocked out at the Joanie Leeds
concert at Hevreh, contributing their tzedakah boxes and celebrating all our community accomplishes together.
The bottom line – we exceeded last year’s amount and together raised $77,000 in one day! ($59,000 by the Pittsfield call
center and $18,000 by Great Barrington’s.) Thank you to everyone who volunteered and everyone who gave! thank you
to Super Sunday Co-Chairs Scott Hochfelder and Jennifer Sacon. You are supporting Jewish life across the Berkshires and
around the world!
If you did not have the opportunity to answer the call on Super Sunday, please contact the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires at (413) 442-4360, ext. 10, or visit www.jewishberkshires.org.

Special thanks to
these partners:
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Chai Tea and More Good Food
PITTSFIELD – On July 11
at noon, Anna Gershenson,
“The Natural Cook,” will
entice all with her culinary
skills at Hadassah’s Chai Tea,
the group’s annual summer
event. Chai Tea raises scholarship funds for teens who
are studying in Israel for a
year, and contributes to the
funding of Hadassah’s summer camps in Israel and the
United States.
Anna Gershenson has
a lifelong passion for food
and cooking. Her experience
encompasses 25 years as a
caterer, cooking instructor for
adults and children, and advocate for farmers markets. Her
cooking show, “The Natural
Cook with Anna Gershenson,”
is broadcast weekly on public access television stations
throughout Berkshire County.
Anna lives in Pittsfield where
she draws her inspiration from
the beautiful bounty of local
farms. She freely shares her
love of food through the dishes
she prepares.
The Chai Tea takes place

Neighbors Sharing Shabbat

Natural Cook Anna Gershenson
at noon at the home of Sharon
and Ira Siegel in Pittsfield. For
more information on the event
and its location, call Beth
Radsken at (413) 442-3492 or
email her at: jbradsken@gmail.
com.
The event is free to attend;
a donation of $18 is requested
for scholarships. Attendees
should bring a dairy or vegetarian dish.

On June 2, Shabbat Across the Berkshires drew more than 250 attendees from all corners
of the Jewish community to Knesset Israel in Pittsfield for a spirited, musical Kabbalat
Shabbat service. Spiritual leaders from local congregations were in attendance to lead
the service, and were graciously hosted by KI and Rabbi David Weiner. Over 175 people
stayed for a fantastic meal prepared in the KI kitchen by volunteers, including:
(front) Alice Schiller, Federation Executive Director Dara Kaufman, and Federation board
members Jane Glaser, and Sheila Donath (back) Dr. Mark Snowise, Super Sunday
co-chair Jen Sacon, and Len Schiller.

Tot Shabbat on the GB Bandstand,
with Grover’s Gang
GREAT BARRINGTON – On
Saturday, July 15 from
9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m., Hevreh
takes Tot Shabbat on the town
to the Bandstand behind Town
Hall to join David Grover.
Look for the tables with blue
and white balloons set up on
the grass, and join Hevreh for
a special Shabbat breakfast
treat! All are welcome.
This event is co-sponsored
by the Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires’ PJ Library
program.
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Jerusalem and the Struggle for
Coexistence: The Inside Story

Moving Through the Morning
Service, with Sue Gurland

GREAT BARRINGTON – On Thursday, June 29
at 7 p.m., Hevreh of Southern Berkshire presents the Lafer Memorial Lecture with Dr. Laura
Wharton, whose topic will be “Jerusalem and the
Struggle for Coexistence: The Inside Story.”
We hear about Jerusalem in the news and
many of us have visited the city, but what does
life there look like? Dr. Wharton has been a
Jerusalem City Councilor for 11 years and is
now head of the opposition. She received a B.A.
from Harvard and then moved to Israel. She
served in the IDF and was a member of Kibbutz
Kfar Blum for ten years. Laura earned a PhD
in political science at Hebrew University, where
she currently teaches.
This event is complimentary with support
from the Fred Lafer Memorial Fund.
All are welcome. Hevreh is located at 270
State Road, Great Barrington. More information
is at www.hevreh.org

PITTSFIELD – Join Knesset Israel
at 9:30 a.m., July 29, for “Moving
Through the Morning Service,” a
“workshop” with Sue Gurland, who
offers classes and programs applying
her extensive background in energetic
and healing modalities to Jewish texts.
The program will be conducted in the
downstairs chapel at KI.
Gurland’s expressed mission follows: “What I have found in my work
is that people are seeking a spiritual
connection—to God, to community and
to each other. By helping people learn
to connect to the Oneness through
their bodies, I hope to give them tools
to access that Divine connection wherever they go and with everyone they
encounter.”
Gurland’s service follows broadly
the structure of the morning service,
moving through the four worlds from
Birchot HaShachar (morning blessings), through P’sukei d’Zimra (verses
of song) to the Amidah (the standing or
silent prayer), ending with Aleinu and a
return to community. The easy-tofollow movements are drawn from t’ai
chi and yoga standing postures combined with gentle Jewish meditative
visualizations. The exercises are done

Jerusalem City Councilor
Laura Wharton

JACOB’S
PILLOW
D A N C E

85 Anniversary
Season

Camille A. Brown; photo Christopher Duggan

TH

413.243.0745 | jacobspillow.org

standing, although participants may
sit as needed. The program will end in
time to return to the sanctuary upstairs for the regular Torah service and
Rabbi Weiner’s Torah portion discussion.
Gurland holds a Master of Arts in
Teaching degree from Yale University,
a Master of Acupuncture degree from
Traditional Acupuncture Institute, and
a Certificate of Completion in Jewish Spiritual Direction from the Lev
Shomea Institute. She has been active
in Women’s League for Conservative
Judaism on the local, regional and national level, and as a lay leader in her
synagogue. She also participates in a
Jewish Renewal Havurah. Her website
is called Moving Through the Tree of
Life.
Please be on time so as not to
disrupt the kavannah, the spiritual
intention, accompanying the experience and reinforced throughout. A
light lunch will be served upstairs after
the service concludes at noon. Please
let Myrna Hammerling know if you will
be attending, so that sufficient food
will be prepared for all present: (413)
445-4872, ext. 16 or mhammerling@
knessetisrael.org.

entertainment THEATRE DANCE
dining coupons film festival
CABARET BOOKS Music Art
Award-Winning
Jewish A Cappella
Intricate arrangements, uplifting beats, and
soulful harmonies create an unprecedented
style of Jewish music

Sunday, August 6
7:00 p.m.
pm
Duffin Theater, Lenox Memorial High School
197 East Street, Lenox, MA

General Admission: $25
Young adults under 30 are $20
Kids 5-10 free
Honoring Norman Michaels for 18 years as
concert co-chair. Proceeds to benefit the
Anti Defamation League
Anti-Defamation
League(ADL)
(ADL)

Funded in part by a grant from the Harold Grinspoon Foundation

Will Call Tickets: (413) 442-4360 - JEWISHBERKSHIRES.ORG
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TAA to Host Play
Analysis Series with
Dr. Barbara Waldinger
PITTSFIELD – Temple Anshe
Amunim will host a four-part
play analysis series titled,
“The Face of Evil,” on Tuesday
mornings beginning July 11,
from 10-11:30 a.m. The series
is open to the public.
Dr. Barbara Waldinger will
lead discussion and analysis
of two plays. The first two
classes will focus on Paddy
Chayefsky’s The Tenth Man,
an American update of
Ansky’s The Dybbuk, a classic
of the Yiddish Theatre. Guest
expert Rabbi Josh Breindel
will share his insights
regarding dybbuks – troubled,
homeless souls who enter the
body of living persons. Lillian
Hellman’s Watch on the Rhine
will be the subject of the final
two classes. The characters
exhibit the naiveté of wartime
Americans contrasting with
the corruption of Nazi sympathizers. In demonstrating how
deeply Fascism can penetrate
people’s hearts and minds,
Hellman’s play, winner of
the New York Drama Critics
Award, resonates today.
Dr. Waldinger, a director
and professor of Theatre,
taught at Hofstra University,
Marymount Manhattan College, and Queens College for
twenty-five years. She received
her PhD from the CUNY Graduate Center in New York City,
and is serving her 17th year as
Artistic Director of HR Showcase Theatre in Hudson, which
is dedicated to staged readings of the five winners of its
annual nationwide playwriting
contest. Waldinger directs for
Plays in Progress, a theatre
group that helps to develop
the work of new playwrights,
teaches for OLLI, and reviews
plays for Berkshire On Stage,
an online publication.
Classes will meet on
July 11, 18, 25, and August 1.
The cost for the four-session
course is $40 for members;
$45 for non-members for 4
sessions or $15 per session.
For more information, contact
the Temple Anshe Amunim
office at (413) 442-5910, email

Summer Discussion Communities at Hevreh

Barbara Waldinger
templeoffice@ansheamunim.
org or visit www.ansheamunim.org.

Scene Study
Dr. Waldinger will also
conduct a four-part scene
study class on consecutive
Tuesdays, beginning August 8
at 10 a.m.
Students will have the opportunity to prepare and perform scenes and monologues
from contemporary plays in
a supportive atmosphere.
Working both alone and in
pairs, students will be encouraged to challenge themselves
to go beyond their comfort
zones to bring to life characters who may be very different
from themselves. Learning
from each other, they will
gain confidence as they tackle
exercises, explore their unique
talents, and share their work
with others. The instructor will
provide constructive criticism
and suggestions. Both new
and experienced actors are
welcome.
The fee for the four-session
course is $40 for Temple members, $45 for non-members; or
$15 for any individual session.

GREAT BARRINGTON
– Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire continues
its compelling season
of Discussion Communities, which allow
participants to learn
about a wide range of
subjects from savvy
presenters, and share
Hannah Senesh
their own ideas in a
group setting. Events
will explore what actually
are open to all, and are free.
happened, and how Hannah’s
Useful Ideas in Finance
story unfolded over time. PreMondays, 9:30–11 a.m. on
sented by Hevreh member Lou
July 10 & July 24
Levine, a leading expert on
This popular discussion
Hannah Senesh.
group will focus on personNuclear War & Deterrence
al financial issues including
Monday, July 17, 9:30–11 a.m.
asset allocation, taxes, investDoes history repeat itself?
ments, and retirement strateThe Trump agenda and recent
gies. Each session will include
provocative actions by Ruscurrent topics of the day, and
sia, North Korea, and Iran are
will be led by four different
forcing a conversation about
Berkshires-based moderadeterrence as a primary tenet
tors and Hevreh member Jay
of US foreign policy. As we exWeintraub. Each session is
perienced previously, this sitindependent of the previous
uation is within the context of
session, so feel free to come to
a possible nuclear nightmare.
all or one of them.
After watching a short lecture
Hannah Senesh: Another
by leading expert Dr. Allen
Look
Sens, PhD, of the University
Thursdays, 3:30 p.m., July 13
of British Columbia, we will
& July 27
examine some of the concepts
Hannah Senesh was arguand risks of deterrence. We
ably the most important hero
will try to understand why
to emerge from the Palestinian
some policies seem archaic,
Jewish community during
and some more relevant than
World War II. She is the “pathey’ve been since the cold
tron saint” of the parachute
war. Presented by Hevreh
corps of the IDF. What do we
member Steve Schreier.
know about her, the Yishuv
Hevreh is located at 270
that recruited her, and the
State Road, Great Barrington.
mission? This two part series

10 CASTLE STREET, GREAT BARRINGTON, MA
413-528-5244
CASTLESTREETCAFE.COM

entertainment THEATRE DANCE
dining coupons film festival
CABARET BOOKS Music Art
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Traveling with Jewish Taste
Guests for Dinner? Some Ideas from The Silver Platter: Simple Elegance
By Carol Goodman Kaufman

Daniella Silver and Norene
Gilletz have recently published
the next installment of what I
anticipate will be a cookbook
series. The Silver Platter: Simple
Elegance features what the
authors call “effortless recipes
with sophisticated results,” and
I can honestly say that the recipes I tried, while not completely without effort, were fairly
simple and straightforward.
The photos in the book are
fairly straightforward, as well,
depicting not particularly tantalizing shots of the finished
dishes that made me wonder
if the authors had simply
slapped together some recipes
based on the success of their
previous work. So, warning
Joel that he was about to begin yet another trial (in other
words, wear slacks with an
expandable waist), I jumped

into cooking mode.
Proving the “simple” in the
title, every recipe in the book
takes up only one page, with
plenty of white space, thus
making kitchen preparation
less intimidating than with
many cookbooks I have used.
Even better, not only are the
called-for ingredients easily
available, many are already in
your pantry.
The authors annotate every
recipe regarding gluten, meat,
dairy, pareve, and Passover
status, and even if the dish
can be frozen. In addition,
Gilletz writes “Norene’s Notes”
with helpful hints and alternative ingredients at the bottom
of every page.
Side dishes can make or
break a meal, so I spent a fair
amount of energy sampling
recipes. The results ranged
from okay to divine. My first
reaction to Farro Tabbouli was
that this recipe merely substituted one grain for another
in the classic Middle Eastern
salad, but then discovered
that the dressing called for the
addition of cumin. The spice
made for an interesting flavor
blend that was even better the
next day.
Mustard and Garlic
Roasted Potatoes were easy
to prepare and flavorful, but
the Caramelized Onions and

Garlic Lentils
resulted in only
a so-so spin on
a Middle Eastern mujadara.
I’d stick to the
original on that
score.
For my money, two vegetables tied for
first place in the
side-dish competition. Sesame
Sweet Potatoes,
seasoned with
a dash of garlic and onion
powders and a
splash of maple
syrup, were both
sweet and savory
with a delectable caramelized coating. And, five simple
ingredients (butternut squash,
pecans, olive oil, maple syrup,
and feta cheese) came together easily in an absolutely
scrumptious Harvest Squash
& Feta that combined sweet
and savory flavors, as well as
a satisfying mix of soft and
crunchy textures.
After sampling the sides, I
moved on to main dishes. In
our house we hardly ever eat
red meat, but at Passover I
do let Joel indulge his craving
for salami and eggs. Therefore, we just happened to

have some of the sausage in
the house, a perfect opportunity to try the recipe for
Deli Hash, a combination of
said salami, potatoes, mushrooms, and spices. The house
filled with the aroma of the
cooking hash, causing severe
salivation in anticipation. The
result? What should have
been an excellent combination
of flavors was overwhelmed
by the inclusion of cayenne
pepper. I would eliminate it
altogether and try again when
next we have a salami.
Not every recipe was a
winner. The Red Wine Chicken
and Potatoes, calling for honey
in the marinade, resulted in a
cloyingly sweet dish. To make
matters worse, the potatoes,

baking along with the chicken,
were raw. As much as I loathe
wasting food, I ended up
throwing the spuds down the
garbage disposal.
A meal wouldn’t be complete without dessert, right?
Far be it from me to forget the
sweets chapter and, since we’ll
be picking fresh zucchini from
the garden soon, I thought
I’d try the Chocolate Zucchini
Cake recipe. From tasting the
batter (yes, I licked the spoon),
I was sure we’d have a champ.
While definitely chocolaty, the
finished product was surprisingly dry.
Even though it was spring
while I was reviewing this
cookbook, I did find a dessert that would be perfect for
autumn, and it was a really
pleasant surprise. Frankly,
most pumpkin cakes and
breads I’ve had have been as
dry and dull as the perennial
Rosh Hashanah honey cake.
I also believed nothing could
rival my family’s favorite
pumpkin fudge cake, a confection so delicious that it is
their most requested birthday
cake. Up ‘til now. But, Silver
and Gilletz’s Crumb-Topped
Pumpkin Cake is definitely a
contender for presentation at
Sukkot and Thanksgiving. (I
had to freeze ours after the
initial taste test for fear of
gobbling it up myself.) It was
moist, flavorful, and attractive. Five forks!

Harvest Squash & Feta
Serves 6-8
While combining feta cheese and maple syrup may not sound like a good
idea, I promise you this is an absolutely scrumptious dish.
Ingredients
1 butternut squash,
peeled and cut into
1” chunks
1½ cups pecan halves

2-3 T. oil
3-4 T. pure maple syrup
1 cup crumbled feta
cheese

Directions:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Line a rimmed baking sheet with parchment paper.
Spread squash and pecans on prepared baking sheet.
Bake, uncovered, stirring occasionally, for 35-40 minutes, or until squash is tender-crisp and pecans are a deep amber color.
Transfer to a serving platter and sprinkle with feta cheese.
Serve immediately.

Carol Goodman Kaufman is a psychologist and author with a passion for travel and
food. She is currently at work on a food history/cookbook, tracing the paths that some
of our favorite foods have taken from their origins to appear on dinner plates and in
cultural rites and artifacts around the world. She invites readers to read her blog at
carolgoodmankaufman.com and to follow her on Twitter @goodmankaufman.
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BERKSHIRE JEWISH CONGREGATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
Berkshire Hills Hadassah
P.O. Box 187, Pittsfield, MA
(413) 443-4386,
Berkshirehillshadassah@gmail.com
B’nai B’rith Lodge, No. 326

Welcome to the
Jewish Berkshires
Everyone is welcome to attend
services and events at any of the
organizations listed here.
Please call the organizations
directly to confirm service times
or to inquire about membership.
Learn more about our Jewish
community and find great
events on the community
calendar at:
JEWISHBERKSHIRES.ORG
________________________
Berkshire Minyan
Lay-led egalitarian minyan
held at Hevreh of Southern
Berkshire, 270 State Rd.,
Great Barrington, MA
(413) 229-3618, berkshireminyan.org
Services: Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.

Chabad of the Berkshires
450 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 499-9899,
jewishberkshires.com
Check website for service times and
locations.
Congregation Ahavath Sholom
Reconstructionist
North St., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-4197, ahavathsholom.com
Services: Fridays at 5:30 p.m.,
Saturdays at 10 a.m.
Call to confirm services
Congregation Beth Israel
Reform
53 Lois St., North Adams, MA
(413) 663-5830, cbiweb.org
Services: Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.
Hevreh of Southern Berkshire
Reform
270 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA
(413) 528-6378, hevreh.org
Services: Fridays at 6 p.m.,
Oneg to follow.

MAKE YOUR HOME

SWEETER

Saturdays: Morning Study at 8:45 a.m.
Shabbat Morning Service at 10 a.m.
Israel Philatelist Society
c/o Rabbi Harold Salzmann
24 Ann Dr., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-4312
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
196 South St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-4360 jewishberkshires.org
Jewish War Veterans
Commander Robert Waldheim
(413) 822-4546, sellit4@aol.com
Knesset Israel
Conservative
16 Colt Rd., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 445-4872, knessetisrael.org
Services: Fridays at 5:45 p.m.,
Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.
RIMON – A Collaborative
Community for Jewish Spirituality
PO Box 502, Great Barrington, MA
rimonberkshires.org
ellyns@gmail.com
Temple Anshe Amunim
Reform
26 Broad St., Pittsfield, MA
(413) 442-5910, ansheamunim.org
Services: Fridays at 5:30 p.m.,
Shabbat Morning Service: 11 a.m.

BEYOND THE BERKSHIRES
Congregation Anshe Emeth
Conservative
240 Joslen Blvd., Hudson, NY
(518) 828-6848,
congregationansheemeth.net
Services: Fridays at 7:30 p.m.,
Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.
Congregation Beth El
107 Adams St., Bennington, VT
(802) 442-9645, cbevermont.org
Services: Saturdays at 10 a.m.
Nassau Jewish Community
Center & Synagogue
Route 20, Box 670, Nassau, NY
(518) 766-9831
nassausynagogue.org
Services: Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.
Temple Israel of Catskill
Reform
220 Spring St., Catskill, NY
(518) 943-5758,
templeisraelofcatskill.org.
The Chatham Synagogue
Route 28, Box 51, Chatham, NY
(518) 392-0701,
chathamsynagogue.org
Services: Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.

HomE
Equit y
Loan

3

.99

% APR*
15 YEAR

No Closing Costs**

www.Greylock.org
*APR=Annual Percentage Rate. Offer subject to credit approval & must
qualify for Greylock Federal Credit Union membership. Rate valid as of
6/1/17. 180 monthly payments of $7.40 per $1,000 financed.
Financing up to 80% of appraised value minus existing mortgage balances.
Rate and payment information may vary based on term. Must carry
property insurance.
**No closing costs for first-time applicants with MA properties.
Closing costs paid on borrower’s behalf. Some restrictions
may apply. Borrower may be responsible for repayment
of cost to Greylock if loan is refinanced within 36 months.
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Programs take
take place
place Mondays
Mondays and
and Thursdays
Thursdays at
at 10:45
10:45 a.m.
a.m. Lunch
Lunch is
is served
served Mondays
Monday and
Programs
andThursday
at 12 p.m, at
through
Thursdays
noon. September 3. Tuesday lunch resumes on September 8.
Venue: Knesset
Knesset Israel,
Israel, 16
16 Colt
Colt Rd,
Rd, Pittsfield,
Pittsfield, MA.
MA.
Venue:

Like us on
Facebook:
• Jewish Federation
of the Berkshires
• PJ Library
Berkshire County

JUNE
Monday, 26................. 10:45 a.m., “Becoming Involved in
State Government” with MA State Representative (D-Pittsfield)
Tricia Farley-Bouvier. Lunch: Oriental tuna salad**, pumpernickel bread, fruit shortcake, coffee, tea, and milk for
coffee.
Thursday, 29............... 10:45 a.m., “A Panorama of Jewish
Liturgical Music” with Rabbi and Cantor, Jon Haddon. Lunch:
Fresh fish**#, salad, asparagus cuts n tips, noodle kugel,
rolls, peaches, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.
JULY
Monday, 3................... 10:45 a.m., “From Fruits and Flowers
to Table Settings and the Colors of Wine” with botanist, Jon
Greenberg, PhD. Lunch: Hot dogs and hamburgers**#, tomato juice, coleslaw, macaroni salad, vegetarian beans,
watermelon, and tea.
Thursday, 6................. 10:45 a.m., “Under Siege: The Addiction Epidemic and What We Can Do to Help” with medical
director of The Brien Center, Jennifer Michaels, MD. Lunch:
Spanikopita, grape juice, salad, mixed vegetables, rice
pilaf, rolls, ice cream with dulce de leche, coffee, tea,
and milk for coffee.

(866) 474-2774
www.sharsheret.org

Thursday, 27............... 10:45 a.m., “Japan’s Attack on America at Pearl Harbor” with historian, David Rutstein and eyewitness, Elaine Friedman. Lunch: Fish sticks, zucchini rice soup,
sweet potato fries, peas, potato bread, orange cake with
dulce de leche frosting, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.
Monday, 31................. 10:45 a.m., Discussion of the novel,
“The Extra” by Israeli novelist A.B.Yehoshua with Dr. Avraham
Horowitz. Lunch: Individual cheese & black bean quesadillas, salad, lemon pudding, coffee, tea, and milk for
coffee.
AUGUST
Thursday, 3................. 10:45 a.m., “Alfred Uhry, The Southern
Jewish Playwright” with dramatist and director, Diane
Steinbrink. Lunch: Egg salad and cottage cheese platters**, cold cucumber soup, potato salad, multi-grain
bread, apricots, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.
Monday, 7................... Program to be announced. Lunch:
Meat loaf**#, gazpacho, peas & carrots, mashed potatoes, pumpernickel bread, melon and tea.

Monday, 10................. 10:45 a.m., “The Process of Aging”
with therapist, Maggie Bittman. Lunch: Chef’s salad**#,
pineapple juice, farmer’s loaf, fruit cocktail, and tea.

Thursday, 10............... Program to be announced. Lunch:
Pomegranate glazed chicken**#, corn cobettes, baby
carrots, salad, rolls, oatmeal cranberry cookies, and tea.

Thursday, 13............... 10:45 a.m., “Let’s Get Away From it
All” with pianist, Jane Rosen. Lunch: Fresh fish**, borscht &
potato, spinach salad, green beans, baby carrots, Challah, brownies, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Monday, 14................. Program to be announced. Lunch:
Turkey salad platters**#, cranberry juice, oatmeal bread,
grapes and tea.

Monday, 17................. 10:45 a.m., “Approaching 100 Years of
Chamber Music at South Mountain” with Executive Director,
Lou Steigler. Lunch: Tuna salad platter**#, gazpacho, coleslaw, rye bread, grapes, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Linking Young
Jewish Women in
Their Fight Against
Breast Cancer

quiche, cranberry quiche, cucumber salad, mixed vegetables, rice pilaf, whole wheat bread, raspberry pillow
cookies, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

Thursday, 20............... 10:45 a.m., ‘A Healthy Living Panel of
Experts” with John Lutz, Bobbie Orsi, Morgan Ovitsky, and
Erica Girgenti. Lunch: A taste of Israel buffet#, hearts of
palm salad, mini falafels and cabbage salad, stuffed
grape leaves, hummus, mini pitas, strawberry sorbet,
coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.
Monday, 24................. 10:45 a.m., “Only Yesterday… 19411958,” a memoir by Fedora Horowitz. Lunch: Tomato basil

Thursday, 17............... Program to be announced. Lunch:
Chef’s choice of frittata, apricot mango juice, broccoli,
rice pilaf, scones, pears, coffee, tea, and milk for coffee.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Starting in June, lunch will no longer
be served on Tuesdays.
Tuesday lunches will resume in the fall.
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OBITUARIES

FAIRFIELD, NJ – T. Donald
Eisenstein, 86, trusted pediatrician, pioneer in pediatric
endocrinology, and devoted to
his family, died peacefully at
home on Sunday, October 9,
2016.
A gentle soul, Dr. Eisenstein was deeply devoted to
Janet, his beloved wife of 22
years, and Ellen, the mother of
his two children Janet Bergman and Stephen Eisenstein,
and his wife of 36 years, who
passed away in 1993.
He enhanced the lives of
everyone who was privileged to
know him, and brought great
joy to his two children and
their spouses, David Bergman
and Lisa Eisenstein, and his
three grandchildren, Jennifer
Bergman, Jacob Eisenstein,
and Hanna Eisenstein. He was
the beloved stepfather of Janet’s children and their spouses, Don and Etti Oettinger,
Ken and Cathy Oettinger, and
David and Sallyanne Oettinger, and a devoted grandfather
of their seven children.
Born in Brooklyn, NY,
Dr. Eisenstein was a lifelong
learner who loved nothing
more than reading, travel,
theater, playing tennis and
spending time with his family.
A graduate of Erasmus Hall,
Johns Hopkins, and Albany
Medical School, he served as
captain in the U.S. Air Force
and was chief of pediatrics at
Langley Air Force Base from
1959 to 1961. He was trusted
by thousands of families as a
pediatrician in private practice
in West Caldwell, NJ, from
1962 until 1995. He was a
pioneer in the area of pediatric
endocrinology.
Funeral services took place
on Tuesday, October 11, 2016
at Temple Sholom, Cedar
Grove, NJ. Donations may be
made to support Alzheimer’s
research at Duke Alzheimer’s
Research Fund, 2200 W. Main
Street, Suite A-200, Durham,
NC 27705.

Hilda Radin, 93, served
as “Rosie the Riveter”
during WWII
WILLIAMSTOWN – Hilda
(Krasner) Radin, 93, died
Friday, May 26 at her home in
Sweetwood of Williamstown.
Born in New York City on
July 30, 1923, a daughter of
the late Rubin & Rose (Lifshitz) Krasner, Mrs. Radin
graduated Theodore Roosevelt
High School and Yiddish High
School in New York City. Later
in life she attended Westfield
State College.
During World War II, she
served as “Rosie the Riveter,”
an icon of American patriotism
and industry, representing the
American women who worked
in factories and shipyards.
This was a radical step for
women at that time, as most
were expected to stay home
and care for their families.
She was featured in a newsreel of the period as “Rosie.”
Mrs. Radin was certified as a
welder and took great pride
in her work, making the steel
armature of military gliders
that were dropped over enemy
territory in Europe.
She was a devoted homemaker, taking loving care in
raising her two sons. She

always emphasized love, family, and continuous education
as a model for life. She later
worked as an occupational
therapist in the Psychiatry
Unit at Springfield Hospital.
She was a general manager for
her husband’s art studio in
Agawam, MA.
Mrs. Radin enjoyed reading and for many decades
was a member of the Great
Books Foundation. She was a
lifelong learner, and read up
until the time of her passing.
She was also an avid sewer,
knitter, and enjoyed crocheting, mah jongg, and cooking.
She enjoyed keeping up with
the latest technology by following the extended family on
Facebook and reading the New
York Times online.
Mrs. Radin leaves her
husband, Jerome Radin. They
were married on February
27, 1944 in New York City.
Shortly after the wedding, he
was deployed in the Merchant
Marines in anticipation of the
Invasion of Normandy. They
were devoted spouses for 73
years. She also leaves her two
sons, Dr. Len Radin and his
wife, Dr. Darlene Radin, of
Williamstown, and Dr. Dean
Radin and his wife, Susie
Demarinis, of Petaluma, CA;
three grandchildren, Chaya
Radin of Framingham, MA,
Michelle Carroll of Eagle River,
AK, Dr. Katie Rose Wagner of
Somerville, MA; great-grandchild, Katherine Carroll of
Eagle River, AK. She also had
many nephews and nieces that
loved her dearly. She was predeceased by her older sister,
Irene Linder.
A memorial service was
held at Congregation Beth
Israel in North Adams on
Sunday, June 4. Donations
may be made to Congregation
Beth Israel, 53 Lois Street,
North Adams, MA 01247 or
to the Yiddish Book Center,
1021 West Street, Amherst,
MA 01002 through the Flynn
& Dagnoli Funeral Home, 74
Marshall St. North Adams, MA
01247.
The Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires expresses
heartfelt condolences to
Tamar Gordon, Myron
and Jetta Gordon, and
family on the passing of
Tamar’s husband, Scott
Christianson. Scott – an
accomplished journalist
and author who resided
in Great Barrington – was
a friend and supporter of
the BJV, and his loss is
deeply felt.

Roslyn G. Citrin, 80,
loved teaching people of
all ages and abilities
NAPLES, FL – Roslyn G.
Citrin, 80, formerly of Pittsfield, passed away on Saturday, May 27.
Born in New York on April
25, 1937, daughter of the
late Murray Gleana and Mary
(Miller) Nathan, she graduated
from Brooklyn College with a
Bachelors in Psychology and
Education and a Masters in
Clinical Psychology from City
College of New York.
Mrs. Citrin was employed
as an elementary and middle
school teacher in the Pittsfield
school system for 31 years.
She loved teaching people

of all ages and abilities from
emotionally disturbed children to senior citizens. She
was a published author of a
children’s play, involved with
educational TV, developed
curricula for Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute in the
Berkshires, and facilitated
book reviews. After moving to
Naples, she became involved
in the work of Hadassah and
rose to vice president of the
Naples chapter.
Hobbies included playing the piano, singing in the
temple choir, studying Torah,
writing poetry, reading, home
improvement, decorating, tennis and bridge.
Survivors include her husband of 61 years, David, whom
she married on February 7,
1956; two children, son Richard and wife Deirdre (Milne)
of Durham, NC and daughter
Jacqueline and husband David Barlow of Bridgewater, NJ;
seven grandchildren, Alayna,
Kathryn and Erika from Richard, and Nicole, Sarah, Robert
and David from Jacqueline.
She is also survived by her
brother Arnold Gleana and
sister Florence Krainman.
Graveside services took
place on Tuesday, May 30, at
Pittsfield Cemetery with Rabbi
Joshua L Breindel, Spiritual
Leader of Temple Anshe Amunim, officiating. A Celebration
of Life will be held at Temple
Shalom in Naples, FL at a
future date.
Memorial donations may be
made directly to the Parkinson’s Association of South
West Florida, 5926 Premier
Way, Suite 114, Naples, FL
34109 or Hadassah, Attn.
Donor Services, PO Box 1100,
New York, NY 10268-1100.

Mildred L. Zimmerman,
93, resilient, independent, and big hearted
CAMBRIDGE, MA – Mildred
L. Zimmerman, known as
Millie, died at the age of 93
on May 11 at Cadbury Commons in Cambridge. Millie was
the youngest of 4 children.
She was born on June 28th,
1923 in Brooklyn, NY to Sam
Lazerson and Lena (Abelson)
Lazerson.
After both of her parents
died young, Millie displayed
great resilience and persistence graduating from high
school at 16, then getting a
4-year degree at Brooklyn
College and completing a Masters in Social Work from the
University of Chicago.
She first married Marty
Olanoff, the father of her two
biological children, Rick and
Jerry, who were raised on
Long Island. Later in life, Millie
married John (Babe) Zimmerman, a longtime friend,
and became the stepmother
of Trudy, Alan, and Sharon
Zimmerman. Millie is survived
by Rick Olanoff and the three
Zimmerman children, as well
as their spouses, children and
grandchildren.
Millie spent the bulk of her
working career as a school
social worker for BOCES of
Suffolk County. The many
families that she worked with
benefitted from her big heart
and her integrity.
The same qualities were
evident in her relationships
with family and friends. Millie
was the person who kept in

touch with everyone and in
turn kept them connected.
Millie spent many years of her
later adult life in Pittsfield and
at Wynmoor in Coconut Creek,
FL. Her determination to stay
involved and independent was
evident as she continued to
live on her own in both locations until she was 92.
Millie’s great love for her
friends, extended family
including children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren
was clear to all of us. Birthdays were always remembered
generously and weekly phone
calls reminded us how much
she cared.
Progressive values played
a big part in Millie’s life as
well. She participated in Meals
on Wheels and the Jewish
Federation in Pittsfield, and
was a regular attendee at the
kosher lunch program. Millie
remained involved until late
in her life with the Florida
Teacher’s Association, asking
to keep public schools strong
and well funded. She was a
devoted supporter of the arts
as well, volunteering every
summer in the Berkshires at
Tanglewood, Barrington Stage,
and Shakespeare and Company.
After Millie broke her hip in
October of 2015, she entered
assisted living at Cadbury
Commons. Thanks to very
consistent involvement by Trudy and Sharon, many visitors
and Millie’s positive adjustment to major changes the last
years of her life were peaceful.

Jacob “Jack” Franklin,
98, distinguished
educator and volunteer
DALTON – Jacob “Jack”
Franklin, 98, longtime Dalton
resident and educator, passed
away on Sunday, May 28.
Born on August 8, 1918
in Webster, MA, he was a son
of the late Meyer and Mary
Levinsky Franklin. He proudly
served in the United States
Army during World War II
and continued his service as
a twenty-year member of the
Air Force Reserves, retiring
with the rank of Lt. Colonel.
Educated in Webster schools,
he was a 1936 graduate of
Bartlett High School.
He graduated from New
York University in 1939,
obtained a master’s degree in
education from Worcester and
Clark after the war, and continued graduate study at Columbia University. He married
the late Linnie Pepper Franklin
(d. 9/29/1989) on September
22, 1944 in Syracuse, NY. He
began teaching English at the
former Dalton High School in
1949. He served as principal
there beginning in 1955, continuing in the role at Wahconah High School until he

returned to teaching in 1973.
He retired in 1978 following a
brief stint as interim principal at Craneville Elementary
School. He was a devoted and
beloved congregant of Temple Anshe Amunim, serving
for many years as a religious
school teacher, principal, and
board member.
Jack was a longstanding
Dalton Rotarian, a distinguished elder statesman of the
Saturday Evening Club, and
a member of the Anthony J.
DeAngelus Veterans of Foreign
Wars. Besides his devotion to
his family, his career and his
faith, Jack is perhaps best
remembered for his love of
golf. Only in the last few years
has he not been visible on the
course at the Wahconah Country Club. Also until recently,
his indoor activities included
bowling, reading, and solving
crossword puzzles.
He leaves his daughter,
Jean K. Poopor and her husband Mark of Dalton; three
sons, Robert S. Franklin and
his wife Margaret of Aiken, SC,
Mark A. Franklin and his partner, Lynne Anstett of Dalton,
and Meyer P. Franklin and
his wife Cynthia of Westford,
MA; a former daughter-in-law,
Michele Gottung, of Pittsfield;
and a brother, Murray Franklin of Miami, FL. He also leaves
his ten grandchildren, Keith
Poopor (Sharone), Shana Crow
(Aaron), Jeffrey Poopor (Caseyanne), Tara Franklin (James
Barry), David Franklin, Jordan
Franklin, Elisabeth Constantine (Todd), Kayla Waesche
(Ben), Jeremy Franklin (Jeannette), and Daniel Franklin
(Kristen), as well as sixteen
great-grandchildren and many
beloved nieces and nephews.
He was predeceased by a
brother, William Franklin.

Lorraine Simonson, 98,
mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother
LENOX – Lorraine Simonson,
98, a resident of 235 Walker
Street, Lenox for the last 11
years, died peacefully on Tuesday, June 6, with her loving
family at her side. She was
born in Newark, NJ and grew
up in New York City.
Mrs. Simonson is survived
by two daughters: Gail Weiss
of Taconic, CT and Joan Ury
(Michael) of Great Barrington;
four grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
A graveside service was
held on Friday, June 9 in
Ahavath Sholom Cemetery,
Great Barrington, with Rabbi
Neil Hirsch officiating.
Expressions of sympathy
may be made to the Literacy
Network of Southern Berkshire, c/o Birches-Roy Funeral
Home, 33 South Street, Great
Barrington, MA 01230.
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Ben & Jerry’s Israel Launches New Flavor, with Proceeds
to Benefit the Ethiopian National Project
By Grace Rodnitzki, Director of International Relations / Ethiopian National Project (ENP)
Editor’s Note: Ethiopian National Project is one of the groups
supported by your contribution
to the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires’ Annual Campaign
Ben & Jerry’s Israel is
commemorating Bob Marley’s
Legend album with a special edition tribute flavor, the
proceeds of which will empower young Ethiopian-Israelis
through the Ethiopian National Project’s SPACE (School
Performance and Community
Empowerment) program,
continuing Bob Marley’s legacy
of using music to change the
world.
The launch of Bob Marley’s
Legend album in 1984 coincided with the modern-day
exodus of Ethiopian Jews
during Operation Moses.
Ethiopian-Israelis have great
potential to play an active role
in a thriving, multi-cultural
Israeli society: today numbering 136,000, these immigrants
or children of immigrants from
an agrarian society face challenges that can be overcome if

effectively addressed.
ENP works towards ensuring the full and successful
integration of Ethiopian-Israelis through holistic programs
that lessen scholastic gaps
and empower participants,
with Ethiopian-Israelis taking
a leadership role in partnership with global supporters,
the Government of Israel, and
local municipalities.
ENP’s SPACE Programs
offer a holistic, city-focused
response that address the
greatest needs of the community through proven-successful programs:
• SPACE Scholastic Assistance provides intensive,
holistic after-school scholastic assistance
• SPACE Youth Outreach
Centers offer a plethora of
activities and inspirational staff
• SPACE Empowerment
Programs provide tools
and knowledge that enable community members
to take an active role in
bettering their family’s

and community’s futures.
Over the past ten years,
ENP’s SPACE Scholastic Assistance program has provided
support to approximately 15%
of all Ethiopian-Israelis in
12th grade, and has played a
key role in improving matriculation scores. ENP participants have nearly reached the
same matriculation rate as the
general Jewish population in
Israel.

Back to School with Ben &
Jerry’s and ENP SPACE
Ben & Jerry’s Israel has
partnered with ENP to support
ENP SPACE – including in the
city of Kiryat Malachi, adjacent
to Ben & Jerry’s factory store
in Israel.
ENP SPACE Scholastic
Assistance, launched in 2004,
provides intensive, holistic
after-school assistance –
scholastic, emotional, social
and nutritional – to improve
Ethiopian-Israeli schoolchildren’s performance, assist in
the acquisition of a matriculation certificate that will lead

to quality army service and
university acceptance while
increasing self-confidence and
vision of their future roles in
Israeli society. Small study
groups of no more than eight
children per group obtain four
weekly study hours in core
subject areas of Mathematics,
English, and Hebrew composition. Additional subjects are
offered in accordance with the
special request of the schools
and the students themselves. Children also receive
extra-curricular activities,
including trips to academic
institutions to encourage aspirations of reaching university. Volunteering is a key part
of ENP’s work: participants
give back through volunteer
activities, while parents and
community leaders become involved in ENP so the community itself plays an active role
in bettering Israel, together.
Visit ENP’s website at
www.enp.org.il or contact ENP
at info@enp.org.il and see how
you, too, can help ENP make a
difference.

Continuity,
Intermarriage,
and Building
Jewish
Families
The Jewish People Policy
Institute (established by the
Jewish Agency for Israel and
funded, in part, by Federations) recently released a new
report analyzing the 2013 Pew
Research Center survey of
American Jews data from the
perspective of marriage and
continuity.
A few interesting statistics:
Only 27% of non-Haredi
American Jews ages 25-34 are
married.
68% of non-Haredi American Jews ages 25-39 have no
children at home.
Only 13% of non-Haredi
American Jews/homes are
raising Jewish children. (Another 12% are raising children
who are Jews but without
religion.)
Only 20% of intermarried
couples do not have a Christmas tree in their homes.
In the New York area,
more than 65 percent of Jewish children under the age of
18 are being raised in Orthodox homes, mainly in
ultra-Orthodox families.
According to Professor Steven Cohen: the portion of
Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox
children in the U.S. exceeds
27 percent. Today, only 10 to
12 percent of U.S. Jewry is
Orthodox.
Jewish education and
engagement in the childhood
and teen years leads to greater
choices to marry Jewish and
raise actively Jewish children,
and Jews who hang out with
Jews in college make Jewish
friends (and, therefore, marry
Jews).

JPPI’s Suggested Policy
Directions
Each Jewish educational
program should aim to include
a social networking component, particularly, among
families as part of its Jewish
educational strategy.
Cumulative Jewish educational experiences must
CONTINUITY continued on
next page
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The “Shul Shot” Redefined – How Hank Greenberg took on Hitler in the
Israel’s First-Ever Malt
Summer of 1938
By Elaine Durbach
Whisky
CREDIT: MILK & HONEY DISTILLERY
VIA FACEBOOK

WHIPPANY, NJ (New Jersey
TEL AVIV (JNS.org)
Jewish News via JTA) – A new
– The Tel Aviv-based
book titled Hank Greenberg in
Milk & Honey Distill1938: Hatred and Home Runs
ery (M&H) recently
in the Shadow of War is about
unveiled its firstthe Jewish Hall of Famer as he
ever malt whisky on
was trying to make baseball
World Whisky Day,
history at the same time that
May 20.
prejudice against Jews was
The limited M&H
reaching a murderous boiling
single malt is the
point in Europe.
first whisky to be enAuthor Ron Kaplan faced a
tirely produced and
challenge: There were already
bottled in the Jewish
at least 10 books about the
A bottle of the Israel-based Milk & Honey
state after being
Detroit Tigers slugger, as well
Distillery’s single malt whisky
aged in a cask for
as Aviva Kemper’s award-winthree years, complyning documentary, The Life
ing with the Scottish definition able sources inform the BJV
and Times of Hank Greenberg.
for what classifies as a whisky. that a bottle of M&H single
None, however, had brought
malt is being procured through
The first barrel of Israeli
together the unique combinaa supplier known to the whissingle malt began the distiltion of factors that made 1938
key mavens at Knesset Israel’s
lation process in a kibbutz
a turning point in baseball
Sunday morning minyan. A
warehouse located in the
and world history.
taste test will be conducted
northern Sharon region in
Kaplan spoke to those who
upon its arrival in the BerkJanuary 2014.
knew Greenberg, including
shires, and the results shared
After the whisky was aged
the celebrated sportswriter
with our readers.
in a 225-liter (59-gallon)
Ira Berkow, who had worked
American oak cask for 31
with the player on his memoir.
months, it was aged for an
Folks at the Baseball Hall of
additional seven months in
an ex-bourbon cask at M&H’s
cask room in Tel Aviv.
Head distiller Tomer Goren
CONTINUITY, continued from previous page
crafted the spirit in collabobe structured into the educational framework and not left to
ration with an internationally
chance.
recognized master distiller, the
Jewish educational programs delivering high quality Jewish
late Dr. Jim Swan.
content should become a funding priority, especially beginning
Next month, a total of 391
with the high school years.
bottles of the experimental
A primary goal of formal and informal Jewish education
malt whisky will be available
should be the revival of Jewish social capital for Jewishly “imfor purchase in select stores in
poverished” families through the establishment of new Jewish
Israel. Bottles numbered 1 to
social circles. Priority should be given to programs that offer
100, meanwhile, will be sold in
high-quality intellectual content or experiences, such as Jewish
a special online auction for 10
Studies courses in universities or Birthright
days beginning July 7.
trips in Israel, in a neutral and non-threatening
Editor’s Note: Somewhat relienvironment.

Fame helped with research,
and Kaplan mined newspapers
from the period.
They opened a window into
a time when new cars sold
for $600 and refrigerators for
$200, a star like Greenberg
earned $30,000, and awareness of the conflict brewing in
Europe mushroomed. In the
course of 1938, Kaplan said,
reports on the growing Nazi
threat went from small paragraphs to front-page stories
with huge headlines, while the
United States remained reluctant to accept Jewish refugees
trying to flee Nazi oppression.
As Kaplan – an awardwinning journalist and blogger – wrote, “Hammerin’ Hank”
was coming off a stellar season
with the Tigers, during which
he hit 40 homers and drove in
184 runs. But as he was “on
course for Babe Ruth’s home
run record, Hitler’s ‘Final
Solution’ was beginning to
take shape.” Jews across the
United States, worried about
looming threats overseas,
“looked to Greenberg as a
symbol of hope,” Kaplan wrote.
“Though normally hesitant
to speak about the antiSemitism he dealt with, the
slugger still knew the role he
was playing for so many of his
people, saying, ‘I came to feel
that if I, as a Jew, hit a home
run, I was hitting one against
Hitler.’”
In the present climate,

Hank Greenberg
Kaplan told NJJN, with arguments roiling about Syrian refugees, the debate over
President Donald Trump’s use
of the “America First” slogan
popularized by the isolationist
and anti-Semitic Charles Lindbergh, and reports of increasing anti-Semitism, “unfortunately, some of the issues from
1938 are still with us.”
Delving deep into Greenberg’s life, talking to those
who knew him and reading
everything available, Kaplan
affirmed his highest expectation.
“He was always a mensch,”
the author said.
That quality was called into
play in ’38 as the tall, powerfully built Greenberg – one
of the few Jews in the game,
playing in one of the most
GREENBERG, continued on
page 25
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How the Six-Day War Changed American Jews
By Ben Sales

NEW YORK (JTA) – On the
The shift from
ish organizations
morning of June 5, 1967, as
terror to powto ratchet up their
Arab armies and Israel clashed
er experienced
presence.”
following weeks of tension,
by the Jewish
American Jews
Rabbi Irving “Yitz” Greenberg
community in
also became far
sat anxious amid his congreJune 1967 set up
more comfortable
gants at daily prayers – fearful
Holocaust memodisplaying their
that the Jewish people would
ry and support of
love for Israel, and
face extinction for the second
Israel as the twin
Americans in general
time in 25 years.
poles of American
supported Israel in
“One of the people said,
Jewish identithe war. Cold War
‘They’re going to wipe out
ty. At the same
calculations led the
Israel. What’s going to be?’”
time, however, it
U.S.-Israel alliance
recalled Greenberg, then the
sparked debates
to grow stronger,
spiritual leader of a synagogue
on territory,
while among Jews,
in the Riverdale section of the
history, identity
expressions of Israeli
Bronx.
and occupation
culture increased in
“I said, ‘They’re not going to
– issues that conAmerica. The war led
wipe out Israel, and if they do,
tinue to consume
more American synHow the Springfield Republican covered the war’s end
there’s going to be a sign up:
American Jews
agogues to adopt IsThe shul is closed.’ Faith could
50 years later.
raeli pronunciations
not go on with an unmitigated
“There was an emotional
of Hebrew, Wertheimer said,
do, but they knew they could
catastrophe of that size haptrajectory that united Jewish
and to use Israeli melodies for
give of their wealth.”
pening again.”
people in a way I don’t think
prayers. Klein Halevi rememJews also took to the
The fear felt by Greenberg
we’ve ever seen since the revbers his doctor decorating his
streets to support Israel. On
pervaded the air in American
elation at Mount Sinai 3,500
waiting room with an enorJune 8, the third day of the
Jewish communities that
years ago,” said Klein Halevi,
mous photo of Israeli Defense
war, 50,000 Jews rallied outweek. Two decades after the
author of Like Dreamers, a
Minister Moshe Dayan.
side the White House, already
world learned the full extent
chronicle of Israel’s Six-Day
“It really intensified a sense
demanding that Israel be
of the Holocaust, Americans
War generation. Growing up in
of Israel being central,” Sarna
allowed to keep its battlefield
looked on from afar as Egypt
Brooklyn, he recalled “moving
said. “American Jews love
gains. The day after the war,
and Syria threatened the
from existential dread to relief
moments when their Ameri20,000 Jews filled this city’s
young Jewish state.
when we realized that Israel
canness and their Jewishness
Madison Square Garden to
Jonathan Sarna, then 12,
had taken the offensive.”
reinforce one another. There’s
cheer the victory.
remembers watching on TV
American Jews poured
this sense that the Six-Day
While Jews had protestas Israelis dug mass graves to
their money into supporting
War is a victory for America
ed en masse before, the war
prepare for potential slaughter. the embattled state – creating
and for the Jewish people.”
showed Jewish leaders how
A teenage Yossi Klein Halevi
a precedent (and
Jews also began
remembers the broadcasts of
expectations) for
traveling more
Graphic Design
The victory
also gave American
mass rallies in Cairo calling
Jewish philanthroto Israel, which
www.tgo.com
for Israel’s death.
py for decades to
a
Jews an increased assertiveness to experienced
But many American Jews,
come, historians
period of euphoria
haunted by their failure to Please respond
say. In the
following the war.
Greenfeld
advocate for their own interests.
by New__________________________________
________________________________
act during the Holocaust,
York City area
Immigration to the
didn’t just passively watch
alone, the United
Jewish state rose
2016
to: (Tel) 413/ 528-0328 (Fax) 413/ 528-0328 rose@tgo.com
________________________________
events unfold – they decided to
Jewish Appeal raised more
powerful demonstrations could steadily in the late 1960s and
They raised tens of
than $20 million during the
early ’70s, and American Jews
be, said Jack Wertheimer, a
3@aol.com mobilize.
________________________________
❏ Changes
& war,
new proof
millions of dollars. They held
weekreq’d.
of the
nearly $150
would later have a disproJewish history professor at the
rallies. They lobbied President
million in today’s dollars.
portionate presence in the
Jewish Theological Seminary.
1 Lyndon Johnson.
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Greenberg
recalls a consettlement movement. While
The as
victory
also gave American
Within days, however, the
gregant taking out a second
American Jews make up about
Jews an increased assertiveturned
to1 relief. The relief
mortgage
to
donate $20,000 to
5 percent of Israelis overall,
ness to advocate for their own
_____________fear
Proof
# _________
Approved
by:
_______________________________________
turned to pride when Israel
Israel. In the New York suburb
they comprise 15 percent of
interests. Israel’s victory enwon the war in six days, tripling
of Scarsdale, seven high school ergized the movement to free
West Bank settlers, according
its territory and taking control
students raised $10,000 from
to Oxford professor Sara Yael
Soviet Jewry, which would go
of Judaism’s holiest sites.
their neighborhood on the
Hirschhorn, author of the
on to organize large rallies in
The Six-Day War, as it
war’s second day.
recent book City on a Hilltop,
Washington, DC, and protests
quickly became known, inten“The unbelievable amounts
about American Jews in the
at Soviet consulates, missions
sified American Jews’ love for
of money that were collected
settlement movement.
and cultural events across the
Israel and imbued them with
before and during the war, no“There was just this sponcountry.
a new confidence to advocate
body had ever seen anything
taneous need on the part of
“Israel has been very good
for their interests at home
like it,” said Sarna, a professor
Jews and the world to physifor American Jewish leaders,”
and abroad. And the terror
of Jewish history at Brandeis
cally connect to Israel because
Wertheimer said. “The emerthat consumed the communiUniversity. “American Jews
of this feeling that we almost
gence of Israel as a player on
ty in the run-up to the war led didn’t want people to say we
lost Israel,” said Klein Halevi,
the international stage made it
to an increased emphasis on
did nothing. There wasn’t
who has written about chanpossible for American JewHolocaust remembrance.
much they could
neling his own Jewish fears and pride
into the militant
New Home? Second Home?
Jewish Defense
Retirement Home?
League – a youthful
Let me show you…
flirtation with extremism he eventuThe Berkshires
ally left behind. An
Barbara
K.
Greenfeld
Israeli since 1982,
ABR, C-CREC, CRS, GREEN, RSPS, SRES
he recalled the
Broker Associate • Lic. in MA & NY
post-war euphoria
413-441-5986
spoken about in
BarbeG333@aol.com

Israel, where “there was this
feeling that Jewish history is
over, and we won. Certainly
the wars were over. The Arabs
would never be foolish enough
to attack us again.”
Even amid the celebration,
cracks of discord began to
appear. Jewish leaders bristled at criticism from liberal
Americans who had allied with
Jews on domestic policy fights
like civil rights. Criticism of Israel’s military gains from some
African-American leaders further weakened a once strong
black-Jewish alliance that had
begun fraying half a year earlier, when the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
expelled its white members.
“In the liberal camp, there’s
a hostility directed at Israel”
following the war, Wertheimer
said. “American Jews looked
upon these individuals as their
allies, as their colleagues in
some of the great battles. They
could not begin to understand
why, when it came to this
matter, these allies turned on
Israel.”
Half a century after the
victory, organized American
Jewry wrestles with its legacy. Fundraisers and activists
lament that there isn’t the
same kind of unifying cause
around which Jews can rally.
Committed activists are split
among a right wing that feels
God delivered into Jewish
hands a land that can never
again be divided, and a left
wing that sees the war and the
decisions made in its aftermath as the start of what has
become Israel’s most intractable problem: control of millions of Arabs living on lands
seized during the victory.
Five decades later, says
Hirschhorn, the joy felt in
1967 has faded for many
American Jews born long after
the war. They don’t remember
the Six-Day War as a massacre
averted or a near miraculous
victory of David over Goliath.
For Jews with memories of
1967, Hirschhorn said, feeling
strong was an exhilarating experience. Now American Jews
are still grappling with the
meaning of Jewish power.
“The pride they felt in that
moment has changed for our
generation, who look at it in
a different way and have seen
the outcome of the war,” said
Hirschhorn, who was born
well after the war. “Now the
question of our generation is,
how do you manage Jewish
power responsibly, whether
that’s in the State of Israel or
outside of it?”

Roberts & Associates
Realty, inc.

Enjoy KoshEr & MEvushal WinEs
Special Selections include...

notte italiano Prosecco, Italy
Gran sarao Cava Brut, Spain
Gabriele Pinot Grigio, Italy
Guillermo de Mendoza Malbec, Argentina
Barkan Classic Merlot,
Cabernet & Pinot noir, Israel

Tishbi sauvignon Blanc
& reserve Cabernet, Israel
Golan Cabernet sauvignon, Galilee
o’Dwyers Creek sauvignon Blanc, New Zealand
recanati Chardonnay & Cabernet, Galilee

spirited-wines.com

Jim Nejaime, Wine Merchant

444 Pittsfield Road, Lenox, MA 01240
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Calendar – Ongoing Events
Around the Community
Continuous – Chabad of the Berkshires
“Smile on Seniors,” or “S.O.S.,” volunteer
program to serve senior citizens in the
Berkshires. Information for families who
can benefit and volunteers: Rabbi Levi
Volovik at (413) 499-9899 or visit www.
jewishberkshires.com.
Monthly – Ruthie’s Lunch Bunch meets
at Congregation Beth Israel, or a local
restaurant. Call for details. Congregation
Beth Israel, 53 Lois Street, North Adams.
Information: (413) 663-5830.
Monthly, fourth or fifth Sunday – Volunteers from Congregation Beth Israel,
53 Lois Street, North Adams “Take and
Eat” program cook, package, and deliver
hot meals for all North Adams clients of
“Meals on Wheels.” Information: (413)
663-5830 or office@cbiweb.org.
Monthly – One Monday a month (date
varies according to length of book), the
CBI Book Discussion Group meets at Congregation Beth Israel at 7:00 a.m. Check
the CBI Newsletter for current books and
schedule. Information: Chaim Bronstein
at (917) 609-6732.
Sundays (second of each month) –
Berkshire Hills Society of Israeli Philatelists
meet. Discuss Israeli and American stamps.
Coffee and donuts. Information: Ed Helitzer, (413) 447-7622, daytime.
Sundays, 10:30 a.m. (every seven
weeks) – Congregation Ahavath Sholom’s
“Bagels and Brainstorms.” Contact Guy
Pancer, GPancer2@sbcglobal.net or (860)
435-2821 for topic and location.
Mondays at 6:15 p.m. – “Conversational
Hebrew,” with Esther Benari-Altmann.
Teens and adults join together with an
expert Israeli instructor to study Hebrew
as it is spoken in daily life. Topics will
include: weather, food, directions, shopping, restaurants, recipes and much more.
The ability to read Hebrew is required.
Topics will include: weather, food, directions, shopping, restaurants, recipes and
much more. The ability to read Hebrew
is required. Tuition: FREE for members,
$100/non-members (10 sessions). Temple
Anshe Amunim, 26 Broad Street, Pittsfield.
Information and registration: (413) 4425910, ext. 12 or eba@ansheanumim.org.
Tuesdays, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. – Torah Portion of the Week study group at
Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield.
Facilitator Myrna Hammerling guides
the group through the triennial cycle,
year-round in the KI Library. Newcomers
always welcome to this gathering of
students of diverse ages, backgrounds,

and perspectives who search together
to deepen understanding of our foundational text. Free. Information: (413)
445-4872, ext. 16.
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m. – “Beginner
Hebrew” Learn to speak Hebrew from a
native Israeli with Esther Benari-Altmann
at Temple Anshe Amunim, 26 Broad
Street, Pittsfield. Open to the community
at large. Registration, full information:
(413) 442-5910, extension 12, or eba@
ansheamumim.org.
Tuesdays at 6:15 p.m. at Temple Anshe
Amunim – “Reading Hebrew Through
the Siddur,” with Esther Benari-Altmann.
This course will improve fluency in reading
Hebrew. Special emphasis will be given
to words and prayers from the Siddur.
Knowledge of and comfort with Hebrew
letters (and vowels) is required. Open to
all members of the community; free for
TAA members, $50 fee for non-members. Registration, full information:
(413) 442-5910, extension 12, or eba@
ansheamumim.org.
Wednesdays, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
– Hevreh of Southern Berkshire, 270 State
Road, Great Barrington, offers “an hour
of morning stillness” with Nina Lipkowitz,
a certified Kripalu Yoga Teacher. Donation
of $10 is asked for from non-members.
Information: (413) 528-6378.
Wednesdays at Knesset Israel, “Enhanced Prayer Class for Adults” 10:0011:30 a.m. – 16 Colt Road, Pittsfield, KI
library. What are we saying when we read
prayers at a service? How does the siddur
language connect with my life today? How
can I build my Hebrew reading fluency
and practice my reading skills? How can
I be more comfortable with the language
and process of prayer? Facilitated by
Myrna Hammerling. Newcomers always
welcome. Information: (413) 445-4872,
ext. 16.
Wednesday evenings starting June
7 at 7:30 p.m. (through August 16) –
B’Shalom Chorale rehearsals at Hevreh
of Southern Berkshire. Men and women
of all faiths are invited to join. For info,
please email founder and coordinator
Cantor Mekler at bshalomchorale@gmail.
com or call (413) 418-1836.
Thursdays (fourth of each month) –
Hadassah Book Club. For times, locations
of meetings, and further information
about the books: Roz Kolodny at (413)
243-2077 or rozlk@yahoo.com.
Thursdays at noon, Temple Anshe
Amunim – “Adult B’nai Mitzvah Class,”

HANK GREENBERG, continued from page 23
anti-Semitic cities in the country –
tried to break Ruth’s home run record.
While crowds loved him and much
of the country cheered him on, some
didn’t want to see a Jew claim the
crown from the mighty Babe. Kaplan
said the belief was that some pitchers
deliberately walked Greenberg to prevent his reaching the goal.
Greenberg would finish with 58
homers, three shy of Ruth’s record.
“But Greenberg refused to ever use
anti-Semitism as an excuse,” said Kaplan, who noted the first baseman had
a slow start and a rainy spring forced
the Tigers to play a series of fatiguing
late-season doubleheaders.
However, Greenberg, who died in
1986, was always mindful of prejudice.
His last year as a player coincided with
Jackie Robinson’s first, and he made
his support and respect clear to the
first black player in the major leagues –
something Robinson mentioned repeatedly to his own biographers.

Greenberg’s success on the field
did not divert his attention from what
was happening in the wider world. In
a brief overview of what came after
1938, Kaplan described how Greenberg was one of the first baseball pros
to enlist in the Army, in 1941. In his
prime playing years, he put the game
aside and entered the military. After an
honorable discharge, he re-enlisted in
the Army Air Forces, serving until the
end of the war.
“He was a celebrity but he didn’t
just do morale-boosting tours with no
active duty,” Kaplan said. “He was actively involved, on bombers in the Chinese theater and the Burma theater.”
Only toward the end of the war did
Greenberg take a less active role, serving in a more administrative capacity.
And then, with characteristic
aplomb, he went right back to playing
for the Tigers, leading the team to the
1945 World Series championship.

with Esther Benari-Altmann. For people
who have always wanted to have a bar
or bat mitzvah ceremony but never had
one; have been looking for a nurturing
and supportive group with which to
learn about Jewish life and culture; have
been looking forward to deepening a
connection to Judaism. Read Hebrew,
chant from the Torah, craft divrei Torah
(sermons), and much more. Information
and registration: (413) 442-5910, ext. 12
or eba@ansheanumim.org.
Fridays, last of month, time varies
with candle lighting – Chabad of the
Berkshires’ “Friday Night Live,” traditional
Kabbalat Shabbat service. Information:
(413) 499-9899 or visit www.jewishberkshires.com.
Fridays, at 9:00 a.m. – Meditation with
Rabbi Rachel Barenblat in the Congregation Beth Israel sanctuary, 53 Lois
Street, North Adams, overlooking the
Berkshire mountains. Silence, chanting,
and meditation designed to help prepare
for Shabbat. All welcomed. Information:
(413) 663-5830 and www.cbiweb.org.
Fridays, once a month at 5:30 p.m.
(followed by a family style Shabbat
dinner at 6:30 p.m.) – Knesset Israel,
16 Colt Road, Pittsfield. Shirei Shabbat
(“Songs of Shabbat”). Unique service
combines melodies from Carlebach,
Debbie Friedman, and Camp Ramah to
create a ruach filled (“spirited”) family
friendly experience. Cost for dinner $18
per adult, $15 teens, $50 family maximum. Dinner reservations are due by the
Monday before services. Full information:
(413) 445-4872, ext 10.
Saturdays at 8:45 a.m. – at Hevreh, 270
State Road in Great Barrington. Every

Shabbat morning, gather in Rabbi Neil
Hirsch’s study and dive into the less-often read books of the Bible, currently
the Book of Psalms. All are welcome to
begin the day with coffee while studying
and relaxing on Shabbat. Sessions will
be between 45 and 60 minutes. Please
be in touch with Rabbi Hirsch for further
information: nhirsch@hevreh.org.
Saturdays at 9:30 a.m. – “Torah Plus:
Exploring Jewish Text and Culture.” Join
Rabbi Josh Breindel for a conversation
based on the texts of the Jewish people
and reflection on what it means to be
Jewish. All texts are offered in English.
Temple Anshe Amunim, 26 Broad Street,
Pittsfield. Free. Open to the public. Information (413) 442-5910 or templeoffice@
ansheamunim.org.

Knesset Israel
16 Colt Road,
Pittsfield
ONGOING MINYANS
Sunday
8:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday
7 p.m.
Friday
7 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
Saturday
9:30 a.m. and evenings
approximately 30 minutes before sunset
CANDLE-LIGHTING

June 30..............................8:16 p.m.
July 7..................................8:16 p.m.
July 14................................8:14 p.m.
July 21................................8:10 p.m.
July 28................................7:58 p.m.

We know why you’re here.
And we’re here for the same reasons.

The Berkshires.
More than a place.
It’s a way of life.
We get it.
It’s a set of values,
experiences and
qualities that shape
your life.
Your financial
advisors should
embody these same
attributes.
It’s why we’re here.
We’re here with you.
And for you..
To learn more, contact:
Gary Schiff, Managing Director
gschiff@octobermountainfa.com

103 West Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
T: (413) 243-4331
www.octobermountainfa.com
Member SEC, FINRA SiPC
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First Annual Berkshire Jewish Festival of
Books
GREAT BARRINGTON – The
On Saturday, July 22 at
Berkshires’ first annual Jewish
4 p.m., bring the family for
Festival of Books will take place Shabbat Family Storytime
at Hevreh of Southern Berkwith award-winning local
shire from Thursday, July 20
author of 30 books for chilthrough Sunday, July 23.
dren, Roni Schotter, reading
Co-presented by Hevreh
from her Go Little Green Truck
and the Jewish Federation of
and All About Grandmas. This
the Berkshires, in partnership
event will feature fun, games,
with the Jewish Book Council
hands-on Havdalah, and sweet
and with the generous supShabbat treats for the little
port of the Harold Grinspoon
ones.
Foundation, the festival will
The festival concludes on
feature free and fee-based lecSunday, July 23 at 10 a.m.,
tures, teachings, and readings
when Elizabeth Poliner will
by national, international, and
read from her novel, As Close
local authors in diverse genres
To Us as Breathing.
ranging from adult fiction to
All events – including
children’s literature to cookSeinfeldia and Famous Nabooks.
than – will offer thematically
There will an opening night
appropriate foods, and the
reception followed by author
Joan Nathan event will feature
Jennifer Armstrong’s multirecipes from King Solomon’s
media presentation on her NY
Table.
Times bestseller, Seinfeldia:
How a Show About Nothing
Changed Everything. The
reception begins at 5:30 p.m.,
the program at 7 p.m. (Please
see page 1 for Avi Dresner’s
interview with Ms. Armstrong.)
On Friday, July 21 at
11 a.m., world-renowned
Jewish cookbook author Joan
Nathan will discuss her latest
book, King Solomon’s Table:
A Culinary Exploration of
Jewish Cooking From Around
The World. Ms. Nathan will be
interviewed by Seth Rogovoy,
editor & publisher of The Rogovoy Report, contributing editor
for The Forward, and author of
Rabbi Marc Katz
Bob Dylan: Prophet Mystic Poet
and The Essential Klezmer: A
Music Lover’s
Guide to Jewish
Roots and Soul
Music.
On Friday,
July 21, Lloyd
Handwerker
will discuss his
book, Famous
Nathan, about
his grandfather, Nathan
Two of Roni Schotter’s children’s
Handwerker,
books
the founder of
Nathan’s Famous in Coney
For reservations
Island. He will speak after
and admission prices,
an Erev Shabbat service that
please visit https://hevrehbegins at 7:30 p.m.
temple.wufoo.com/forms/jewRabbi Marc Katz will share
ish-festival-of-books/.
a teaching at noon on SaturFor more information, call
day, July 22, immediately folHevreh at (413) 528-6378, or
lowing Shabbat morning servisit hevreh.org. Hevreh will
vices, which begin at 10 a.m.
also have books available for
Rabbi Katz will touch on topics advance purchase in the lobin his book The Heart of Loneby, which the authors will be
liness: How Jewish Wisdom
happy to sign at the festival.
Can Help You Cope and Find
Comfort and Community.

Lloyd Handwerker will talk
about his book on July 21

MAZEL TOV
Mazel Tov to…
Anne Schnesel, Federation
board member, on the wedding
of granddaughter Alana
Pauline Lefkowitz to Jacob
Timothy Kuchock.
c
Dr. Charles Wohl on
receiving the American Medical Associations Physician’s
Recognition Award. The
American Medical Association
Physician’s Recognition Award
recognizes the achievement of
those physicians who demonstrate commitment to lifelong
learning and improving patient
care by participating in continuing medical education.
c
Len Schiller on completing his service as president of
Knesset Israel, plus a yasher
koach for the vital contribution he made to the sanctuary
renewal project.
c
Joseph Weinberg on his
June bar mitzvah at Knesset
Israel.
c
Harold Grinspoon on having artwork selected for inclu-

sion in Nexus, a group outdoor
sculpture exhibition on view at
The Mount in Lenox through
the end of October.
c
Maggid David Arfa, education director at Congregation
Beth Israel, on being one of
the storytellers profiled by
The Forward in its May article
“The Ancient Art Of Jewish
Storytelling Gets A Reboot, In
Podcasts And Classes.”
c
Sue and Joel Colker,
on the arrival of their new
great-granddaughter, Avery
Grace Lee.
c
Andy Hochberg on being
honored as Temple Anshe
Amunim’s 2017 Member of the
Year.
c
Brad and Lauren Sokol on
the arrival of their first grandchild, Eli.
c
Martin and Alice Jonas on
their 60th wedding anniversary.

And a special mazel tov to…
Theresa Pill, who was honored in April for her service
to our country during
World War II by Capital
District Patriot Flight,
a volunteer non-profit
group that flies local
veterans to Washington, DC to visit and
reflect at the memorials
in our nation’s capitol.
Veterans fly from Albany and return the same
day, where they receive
a warm welcome home
from the community.
Theresa enlisted in
the US Navy and served
as a pharmacist’s mate
at Oakland Naval Hospital in Oakland, CA in
1945-46.
Theresa (seated) in Washington, DC with grandson Ira Kane,
daughter Shari Kane, and son David Pill.

Donate • Volunteer • Make a Difference

“Jews and Jazz” – Lecture and
Performance with Prof. Charles Hersch and
Paul Green
PITTSFIELD – From Benny
Goodman and George Gershwin through today, Jews have
strongly identified with jazz. A
Summer Celebration of Jewish
Music continues this July 20
at 5:30 p.m. with a special
lecture and performance at the
Berkshire Athenaeum to illuminate the Jewish role in the
development of this quintessentially American music.
Sharing his extensive
knowledge about the subject will be Professor Charles
Hersch of Cleveland State
University, author of Jews
and Jazz: Improvising Ethnicity. In the February/March
Berkshire Jewish Voice,
clarinetist Paul Green reviewed the book (“a treasure

trove of factual details about
Jewish and African American
musicians…one of the best
books on this topic that I have
read”), and subsequently invited Hersch to participate in
the music celebration, which
he and Cantor Robert Scherr
curate each summer.
Hersch and Green will
explore the deep Jewish connection to jazz in an exciting
and intriguing lecture/performance featuring lively jazz and
discussion.
The program is free, and
sponsored by A Summer
Celebration of Jewish Music,
the Berkshire Athenaeum,
the Jewish Federation of the
Berkshires, and the Wasserman-Streit Y’DIYAH Memorial

Fund of the Berkshire Taconic
Foundation.
More info is at www.pittsfieldlibrary.org, or by calling
(413) 499-9480. The Berkshire
Athenaeum is located at 1
Wendell Avenue in Pittsfield.
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Living on Tulsa Time
Invited to tell his WWII refugee story, local professor learns
about Jewish life in Oklahoma
By Sigmund Tobias / Special to the BJV
I visited the Interfaith
Yom Hashoah Day in Tulsa,
Oklahoma this past April to
commemorate the Holocaust.
Cassie Nodine, the capable
Director of Holocaust Education at Tulsa’s Jewish Federation, invited me after reading
my memoir about the Jewish
refugee community that found
safety from the Holocaust in
Shanghai.
My first pleasant surprise,
among many, was that Cassie was not Jewish, but was
Native American from the
Choctaw and Cherokee tribes.
She told me that the Jewish community in Tulsa was
cohesive but had declined to
about 1,800 because many
younger people moved away
after completing their education. Cassie arranged an
array of impressive events for
the commemoration. Another
surprise was the dinner Cassie
took us to on our first evening
in Tulsa. In order to sample
Tulsa’s diversity we went to
an Ethiopian restaurant for
an excellent meal and ate with
our fingers – in the customary
Ethiopian manner.
Our next surprise was
meeting Drew Diamond, the
Director of Tulsa’s Jewish
Federation, who has perhaps
the most unique background
of any federation director in
the country. He was the former chief of Tulsa’s police and
prior to that had also served in
the FBI. As police chief he was
a firm believer in community
policing and made strenuous
efforts to reach out to all cultural minorities in the community and to all religious groups
leading to a relatively peaceful
period in Tulsa. He was asked
to serve on the search committee for a new director, when
that position became available,
and the group decided that
his good relationships with
all those groups made him
a natural choice to head the
Federation, saving themselves
the expense and effort of a
national search.
On the morning of our
first day there, Drew drove
us to Tulsa’s National Public
Radio station, where I was
interviewed for half an hour
to publicize the Yom Hashoah commemoration. We then
toured the Sherman Miller
Museum of Jewish Art, which
was attached to the Federation’s offices. The museum
housed many memorabilia
dealing with Jewish history in
general, as well as the history
of the Jewish community in
both Tulsa and Oklahoma.

Another surprise was that
the museum also contained
artifacts of Rabbi Israel Paru,
father of our Sarasota (where
we live during winters) friend
Marden Paru. Rabbi Paru
spent 35 years as Tulsa’s
mohel (performing circumcisions), shochet (performing
ritual slaughter), Torah reader,
and teacher for B’nai Mitzvot.
That evening Cassie arranged a catered buffet Middle
Eastern dinner at the Federation for us where we met
many of the people who were
active in various Federation
programs. We were pleased
to see the manager of a local
movie theatre whom Cassie
had contacted to arrange for
special showings of Shanghai
Ghetto, a film in which I had
participated.
We also met Eva Unterman
at the dinner; both Eva and
her parents survived Auschwitz. After the war Eva met
a Jewish man serving in the
American army, and they were
soon married and he brought
her home with him to Tulsa.
Eva believes strongly that
it is important to remember
the Holocaust so that we can
learn to avoid repeating such
genocidal disasters anywhere
in the world, and founded the
Tulsa federation’s Council on
Holocaust Education for that
purpose.
Through the Council’s
efforts, classes on the Holocaust are given in some of
Tulsa’s schools. My wife, Lora,
and I were invited to speak
to a class for 90 minutes at
Jenks High School. My talk
dealt with my memoir, Strange
Haven: A Jewish Childhood
in Wartime Shanghai. Cassie
bought many copies of the
book for the Federation, and
they were available for sale
there in connection with many
of the events during the Commemoration.
Lora’s talk described
her family who lived in
Schriesheim, near Heidelberg
in Germany. Lora has a family
history, documented from
Schriesheim town archives,
dating back to 1653. Baruch
was the first family member
to arrive. There were no family
surnames at that time and
Jews were identified by their
own given names and their father’s exactly the way they are
called for an aliya to the Torah
in today’s synagogues. Lora
described a handmade silver
cup – which we still use at our
Passover Seder as Elijah’s cup
– dated 1657 by the craftsman
who had made it. On a visit to

Sigmund Tobias
the Shoah Foundation in Los
Angeles last year, we learned
that Lora’s cup is the second
oldest Jewish family artifact in
their records.
Our second morning in
Tulsa began when Drew Diamond drove us to the local
ABC station, Channel 8, for
an interview to publicize the
commemoration that evening. (A clip of that interview
may be viewed at www.ktul.
com.) We later went to the
B’nai Emunah synagogue to
view a moving exhibit of art
projects created by students
from Tulsa’s junior and senior
high schools to commemorate
Yom Hashoah. There were
many affecting projects, but
the one that touched me most
deeply was a creation showing
partially burned Jewish prayer
books. Somehow the artist had
managed to preserve the smell
of the singed prayer books.
It was a powerful and deeply
moving reminder of the pile
of simmering ashes of Torahs
and prayer books that I found
at the synagogue my family
belonged to in Berlin on the
morning after Kristallnacht in
1938.
The commemoration that
evening was also held at B’nai
Emunah and was attended by
about 700 people; apparently
two thirds of them were not
Jewish. Before my talk, a large
Menorah containing seven
large candles was lit to commemorate Holocaust rescuers including, among others,
Raoul Wallenberg, and two pre
WWII consuls who facilitated the escape of many Jews
from Europe to Shanghai: Ho
Feng Shan (Chinese consul in
Austria) and Chiune Sugihara
(Japanese consul in Vilnius,
Lithuania). Particularly moving
was the fact that each of the
candles was lit by former refugees from around the world
including Burma, Eritrea,
France, Germany, Turkey, and
Venezuela. The keynote ad-

The sanctuary of Tulsa’s B’nai Emunah, as photographed by
Louis Davidson for the www.Synagogues.org project. The BJV covered Davidson and his wife’s remarkable and valuable undertaking to photograph the world’s synagogues in early 2016. Below is
an update on the couple’s progress.

As of this date, I have photographed 516 synagogues. 451 are online
at www.Synagogues.org. Sixty-five more have been photographed,
but I’ve not yet had time to process the images. The synagogues span
38 countries, though 300 of the 516 are in the USA. There are several
reasons for the numerical advantage enjoyed by the USA: large Jewish
population and for the last two years I’ve been concentrating on the
USA and Canada, areas we can reach by car. Our intention is to eventually resume photographing internationally, adding Israel and re-visiting
Poland and Romania. I have a list of about 50 US and Canadian synagogues that I hope to shoot later this year.
An exhibit of 30 of my synagogue photos, in 4x5 foot prints, traveled
for two years around the western half of the USA. The exhibit was originally created at the request of UCLA. It then travelled to Tulsa, Houston,
Orange County (CA), Encino (CA), and Seattle, where it was purchased
in its entirety by the exhibiting venue. I am now creating another exhibit
that will feature one synagogue from each of the US states.
We have been considering institutional homes for the www.Synagogues.
org collection. Overseas, one copy of the photos will go to the Beit
Hatfutsot Museum of Tel Aviv; however, I’d like to have a copy homed
somewhere in the USA to further insure its survival and availability for
posterity. – Louis Davidson

dress was well received, and at
the airport the next morning
we were pleased to see a long
story In Tulsa’s newspaper
with pictures of the commemoration, marking a memorable
ending to our visit.
Sigmund Tobias, who lives

in the Berkshires during the
summer, is Eminent Research
Professor at SUNY-Albany.
He was the invited keynote
speaker at the Yom Hashoah
Day commemoration in Tulsa
this past April and graciously
responded to the BJV’s request
for a report on that experience.
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A Night in the Old Marketplace
“Avant Traditional” musical reimagining of I.L. Peretz’s sprawling play at Yidstock 2017
AMHERST – Since its initial
publication in 1907, author
I.L. Peretz’s A Night in the Old
Marketplace has been recognized as a landmark of Yiddish
literature, a grandly ambitious
modernist theater piece that
has proved almost impossible
to stage.
As Debra Caplan described
it in a 2015 article in Pakn
Treger: Magazine of the Yiddish Book Center:
A Night in the Old Marketplace is Peretz’s panoramic
chronicle of the entirety of the
modern Jewish experience…
The play takes place in a town
marketplace over the course
of a single night and features
nearly one hundred characters
representing the broad spectrum of modern Jewish life: a
wedding jester, a pair of lovers,
musicians, wealthy Jews,
impoverished pious Jews, revolutionaries, a cantor, political
prisoners, dead martyrs, shopkeepers, and a perennial wanderer, among others. Halfway
through the play, the dead rise
from their graves and join the
living in the marketplace...
On July 15, the Yiddish
Book Center presents a contemporary musical reimagining of this notoriously difficult
work as part of its annual
Yidstock music festival. Scored
by The Klezmatics’ Frank
London (with lyrics and book
by playwright Glen Berger),
this take on Peretz’s play
was the brainchild of director
Alexandra Aron, who, in the
mid-1990s while a student in
Israel, first encountered the
work in a translation by Hillel
Halkin.
“It was insane reading,”
Aron remembered. “There were
scores of characters, many of
whom stop by and never say
anything again. There was no
character development – it was
about a theological problem.
And, it was written in verse.”
Peretz, she explained, had
been a census worker, a job
that took him through the
Polish countryside and introduced him to a multitude of
Jewish communities and their
inhabitants. In his play, he
tried to incorporate what he
knew about Eastern European
Jews and 400 years of their
history. Peretz’s writing very
much reflected the cultural
trends of his time – he was a
modern artist and foremost,
says Aron, “a man of Europe,
but with a commitment to
Yiddish culture.”
When Aron returned to the
US from Israel, she continued
her research into Peretz and
tried to come up with a way A
Night in the Old Marketplace
might be presented to a contemporary audience. She said
that “others who read the play
would say that the play had
no emotional heart, but to me,
there was an emotional struggle with God. It was hard not
to see the play as a pageant.”
Her crucial idea, she said, was
that music could be used to

convey something of the sweep
of Peretz’s play in a way that
would engage an audience.
The twists and turns Aron’s
A Night in the Old Marketplace
have taken in the years since
she had that insight offer an
fascinating window in how a
compelling concept evolves
in non-linear ways, and how
challenging material can
sometimes take on directions
its creators do not anticipate
before finding its proper form.
To realize her vision of A
Night in the Old Marketplace,
Aron secured a grant from
Institute of Jewish Culture
assembled a top-notch creative team simpatico with her
vision. She said her first meeting with Frank London about
the project started when “we
met for breakfast, and at the
end of the day, we were still
united, their lives having been
onstage is a storyteller, going
which it was based. Expect a
together talking about it.” For
changed and haunted by the
in to character only to sing
lively evening of music in an
the book and lyrics, she entragedy. Eventually, the bride
a song.” This, she explained,
eclectic range of musical styles
listed playwright Glen Berger,
also makes an appearance
clarified to audiences that
– from rock to jazz to klezmer
who had enjoyed considerable
from the grave.
what they were seeing “was
– played by the “avant-traOff-Broadway success with the
All in all, a little “existennot a workshop, not musical
ditional Marketplace Band,”
dram Under the Lintel and who
tial” (Aron’s word) for a mutheater,” allowing them to take
which will feature Klezmatics’
later would go on to greater
sical shtetl extravaganza with
in A Night in the Old Marketsinger Lorin Sklamberg. And
notoriety with his book for dimass appeal. Indeed, efforts
place on its own terms as a
for those interested in learning
rector Julie Taymor’s famously
to turn it into a full-on muconcert.
more about the original play,
troubled Broadway spectacsical were unsuccessful, but
In the years since the
scholar Debra Caplan will
ular Spider-Man: Turn Off the
even in the face of that disapMassMOCA residency, A Night
present a talk titled “A Love
Dark (music by U2’s Bono and
pointment, Aron, London, and
in the Old Marketplace has
Letter to the Yiddish Stage:
The Edge).
Berger “stayed strong as a crebeen staged in Warsaw, Milan,
I.L. Peretz’s ‘A Night in the Old
The first workshop perforative unit,” said Aron, in large
Copenhagen, Sao Paulo, and
Marketplace,’” before the show
mance was a success that,
part because of the success
(last May) at the Museum of
at 3 p.m. on Saturday, July
with the benefit of hindsight,
their work had experienced
Jewish Heritage as part of
15.
can be said to have foreshadin its original incarnation.
the National Yiddish Theatre
A Night in the Old Marketowed the kind of production
Eventually, the team decided
Folksbein series. Performancplace will be staged at 8 p.m.
A Night in the Old Marketplace
es feature a difon Saturday, July 15, as part
would eventualof the sixth annual Yidstock:
ly become. The
Others who read the play would say ferent narrator,
usually enlisted
The Festival of New Yiddish
performance was
that the play had no emotional heart, locally – at the
Music, at the Yiddish Book
held in a cabaret
Yiddish
Book
Center, 1021 West Street in
on New York’s
but to me, there was an emotional
Center, Yidstock
Amherst. The four-day festiLower East Side,
struggle with God. It was hard not to organizer Seth
val, July 13 to 16, will also
with musicians
Rogovoy will voice
include performances by a
playing, singers
see the play as a pageant.
that role. Due
diverse group of performers:
singing, and Glen
to
limitations
of
the Andy Statman Trio, EzeBerger narrating
– Director Alexandra Aron
the auditorium
kiel’s Wheels Klezmer Band,
his own script.
at Amherst, the
the Hankus Netsky & Eden
“The simplicto “just tell the story,” said
Yidstock performance will
MacAdam-Somer Duo, the
ity totally worked,” said Aron.
Aron, and worked to create
emphasize the music, said
Nigunim Trio, the Alicia Svigals
However, the nascent produca video array to complement
Aron – Frank London will be
& Lauren Brody Duo, and the
tion’s considerable artistic polthe music and storytelling
conducting his own score, in
Klezmer Brass Allstars, led by
ish and promise, together with
that could travel with future
which he remains artistically
London and singer and theater
the enthusiasm audiences
productions. The reconceived
invested and with which he
star Eleanor Reissa, known as
were showing, had theatrical
stripped-down format debuted
continues to tinker.
“the queen of Yiddish cabaret.”
investors and kibitzers imagat Merkin Concert Hall in New
Perhaps it is only fitting
The full Yidstock schedule
ining another Fiddler on the
York City, and was followed
that A Night in the Old Marketand ticket information can be
Roof-style hit. “Find the story,”
by a CD recording of London
place continues to shape-shift
found at yiddishbook.center.
she remembers people telling
and Berger’s song released by
as a “folk oratorio,” given the
org/yidstock, or by calling
her again and again. “But
Soundbush Records.
sprawling and unruly nature
(413) 256-4900
there was a story problem. A
“That’s when the music
of the I.L. Peretz work on
story with tidy endings is not
world took an interest,” said
what Peretz’s play is.”
Aron. Along with London and
The process of finding a
Berger, she realized that the
narrative took several years,
work might find its audience
said Aron, and the one they
as a multimedia-enhanced
found involved reconfigurconcert, rather than a theating elements that were “not
rical performance. At a 2010
exactly in the original play
You, the congregation, and the Jewish community benefit when you do.
Bard Summerscape residenthat way.” The plot of the
cy at MassMOCA in North
musical revolves around four
• YOU GET the Jewish enrichment and spiritual nourishment you are seeking.
Adams, said Aron, “we learned
characters: a young woman
• YOU GET the rabbinical support you need
the final step in what we needand young man in love, an
in times of joy and sorrow.
ed to know.” They realized that
older man to whom the young
a strong narrator was essenwoman is forced to marry, and
• YOU RECONNECT with your
tial to hold things together,
a badkhn (wedding emcee)
community and your Jewish roots.
and that having actors onstage
whose penetrating jibes at the
• YOU CAN PARTICIPATE in a variety of services,
in costume was – given the
marriage celebration prompt
classes, and programs that keep Judaism alive and flourishing in Berkshire
multiplicity of roles each had
the bride to commit suicide.
County.
to play – was distracting in
The action in Aron’s version
that it “set up expectations.”
takes place 20 years later,
• THE CONGREGATION IS THE INSTITUTION that has sustained the Jewish
Now, said Aron, “everyone
when the three men are re-

www.jewishberkshires.org

Affiliate with a Congregation.

people for two millenia throughout the world. Orthodox, Conservative, Reconstructionist, or Reform, the Jewish community wins when you join the congregation of your choice.

The Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
encourages you to affiliate.

